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I. INTRODUCTION
This document contains nonlinear mathematical models for
a number of electronic components. These models were devel-
oped for use with the TAG computer program for static and dy-
namic circuit analysis. Components modeled herein are the
diode,transistor, zener diode, tunnel diode, controlled recti-
fier, junction field-effect-transistor, and saturating
inductor.
In developing each model, consideration of device physics
and of numerical circuit analysis have been omitted in the in-
terest of simplicity and brevity. Rather, attention has been
concentrated on describing the model and its performance and
on evaluating model parameters. This should permit the user
to "build" models of particular components and to understand
how his models will perform. FORTRAN programs for some of
the more widely used components are provided.
This present version of the modeling handbook does not
attack certain important modeling problems. These include
problems of model accuracy and suitability to different types
of circuits, problems of parameter interdependence, tempera-
ture dependence and distribution, computer computation of
model parameters from device measurement or specifications.
As computer analysis of circuits grows in importance and use,
these and other modeling problems should be studied and solved.
i-i
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II. DIODE MODELS
A. Model Descriptions
I. Classical Model
For a diode s_mbolized as follows:
+ v -
_ ....... 0
we may separate the behavior due to the junction
and the diffusion of minoriey carriers from the
behavior resulting from other phenomena and draw
a model as follows:
+ V -
_ RSE R
i is RS H
Here the block PN symbol represents an idealized
junction diode whose mode of conduction is solely
diffusion.
The ideal diode may be further broken down into 3
components, a current generator, a junction capa-
citance and a diffusion capacitance to arrive at
the following general model.
2-1
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J
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C D
RSE R
+ J -
I__ v __I
3
_SH ,.
iI%
+ V -
a. Static Model
l) Static model for junction (excluding RSE R
and RSH). The equation for ij, which
represents the static portion of the dif-
fusion current, is as follows:
ij = IS (exp(vj/V o) - i)
where IS and V ° are positive qualities
and functions only of temperature; v. is3
the voltage across the junction depletion
region. Th_s equation is plotted in the
upper part of Figure 2-1.
IS generally does not correspond to the
actual diode leakage current but is often
orders of magnitude smaller. Is increases
with temperature in such a manner as to
2-2
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make the voltage at a given current increase
with temperature at a rate between 2 and 3
my per degree C.
V lies between .026 and .052 volts at 25°C
O
and is proportional to temperature in degrees
Kelvin.
Solving the i. equation for voltage gives:J
d
3 o Is
It is evident that for ij >> Is,
i3._ IS exp(vj/V o)
j/I sV. : V in (i )3 o
a) Dependence on IS: At a given tempera-
ture, V ° can be regarded as having the
same value for all diodes of a given
type, with different values of IS
being responsible for different behavior.
Thus, for V : .026 volts, at i. = 1 ma,
o ]
2 silicon diodes of the same family might
have IS of °i x 10 -12 and .2 x 10 -12, -"
resulting in a v. of .598 and .580,3
respectively. A germanium diode with
the same V ° and ij might have Is = .ixl0 -6
corresponding to a v. of .239.
3
To illustrate the significance of I S'
curves for 2 diodes whose I_s are in
ratio of 106 are plotted in the bottom
of Figure 2-1.
2-4
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b) Small Signal Conductance: The slope
of the i. - v. curve, which represents
J 3
the small signal conductance, gD ' is
determined as follows:
v _/V
i. e a odi . IS vj/V °
_ __i _ = _.[gD - dv. - v v v /vj o o eJ o -1
i .
Pot ij >> IS, gD- V °
Thus, two vastly different diodes with
equal V ° will have the seme conductance
at a %i,Jel, c_irrent, as shown in the
bottom of Figure 2-1.
2) Static Additions to Junct!.c.,',Model - In the
_r_ _.rests of more accurate :_:'odeling. it is
o_ ten necessary to add a c:".all series
re_istor, significant at .,_.rge forward _-
current3, and a large s_'._t resistor, signi-
ficant _,_t_z_ost rew-._,,_-.,voltages. Thus the
model symbols and equ._ ..ions become:
JUNCTION
i----_
.
l RSER + V. - I !+V -
. + iRSE RFor positive currents, v = v]
For negative voltages, i _ v
- IS
RSH
2-5
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b. Diode Model, Dynamic Components
l) Junction Capacitance (Barrier Capacitance,
Depletion Layer Capacitance) - The junction
capacitance is a non-linear function which
varies with the junction voltage. Its model
equation is as followo_
K
C. ----
] (V K - vj)N
v. = voltage across diode junction dep}., region]
V K = contact potential, _.7 to 1.0 for S i
@ 25°C
_K > any operating vj, otherwise C --_
V K is a function ef doping, etc.
K = proportionality constant that deter-
mines the magnitude of C
N = junction grading constant; .5 for
abrupt junction, .33 for uniformly
graded junction.
A
_J C.
J
V K vj
2-6
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2) Diffusion Time Constant (or Diffusion
Capacitance) - In the classical model , ;_'•• _
the diffusion time constant, _ is used
to represent the charge storage behavior
of the diode. T is the proportionality
constant between the stored charge and
the diffusion current, iD, through the
diode.
The effects of the diffusion time constant
can be represented in the circuit model
as a non-linear diffusion capacitance, CD,
where
di. i.
3 o
and gD is the small signal conductance or
slope of the i j, vj characteristic.
3) Case Capacitance - There is usually a small
fixed capacitance associated with the diode
case. This is shown as C s in the model.
2. Piece-wise Linear Classical Model
Linear segmented models are less accurate, but
may permit faster computation.
a. Static Model - Here the junction current genera-
tor and the series and shunt resistors are
replaced by the serles combination of a voltage
source and a resistor.
2-7
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i ---_" V N RN dv
+ - di - R3
L v I
d± - R2"_
di - R1 II
- i
V 1 v lI v2
I
V 2 V 3
V - V 1
i = R1 for v _ v I
v - V 2
i = R2 for v I < v _ v 2
v - V 3
i = R3 for v 2 < v _ v 3
2-8
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i) Linear Models - The limiting case of the
piece-wise linear model is the one-piece
linear model. Several such models are
shown graphically below.
Large Signal
Linear Models
max -
Small Signal
Linear Models
t ,
i I
i] II
I i
I
I ,
I i
" V V 1/ a / V2b 2c ss
J / v---_ /// /
/
," 4
//
I
//
/ /
/ /
/
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The linear models may be divided into two
groups, the large signal linear models and
the small signal linear models. For the
large signal models, the linear approxima-
tion is selected to fit tw___oop ints on the
curve. For the small signal model, the
linear approximation is made to fit the
of the curve at a point.
b. Dynamic Model
i) Fiece-wise linear C.
3
cCjl7 . ,'
3 _. 61
I'!JIV 0 Vl 3 v_
0 v 2 VK
Q0IC =
j 1 v 0 - v 1
-Vl /-Vl
= C dv = K (V K - v) -N dv
Q01 -v0 -v0
(V K - v)-(N-I) l-Vl
Q01 = K 1 N l
-V 0
2-10
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NOTE: Piece-wise linear (i segment) C can
be used with basic non-linear diode, as
C. non-linearity is not of first-order3
importance.
2) Piece-wise linear CD
T
CDI = R_ for v _ v 1
T
CD2 = R_2 for v I < v _ v 2
T
CD3 = R_3 for v 2 < v _ v 3
a
2-ii
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3. Linvill Lumped Diffusion Model
Here the distributed properties of the semiconductor
are lumped for sections and represented by diffusances,
combinances, and storances. These elements relate to
excess carrier density, p, and current, i.
i I , I
p -//v//
-_M./ i I i I
1 2 3 4
Depletion
Reg ion
2 ,P_
'= "--'35' T '
_ l I I ,Section 1 Section 2 Section 3
v/v i)Po = Ps e o _
P_7_N I I I t_ -,4--s i i
0 1
x
2-12
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For a diffusion diode, the continuous properties
of recombinaticn, charge storage and diffusion
are replaced with lumped elements called combinance,
storance, and diffusance respectively. These ele-
ments are analagous to conductances and capacitances;
they differ from the normal electrical elements in
that they relate current and excess minority carrier
density rather than current and voltage. The word
"carriance" can be coined as an analog for the elec-
trical "admittance".
It is possible to develop a variety of lumped models
depending on how many pi, tee, or L sections are
used. Here we will describe the simplest lumped
model that is significantly different than the
classical model. This is a single section, 3
carriance model in the form of an L, here called
the "single-L".
In contrast to the non-linear diffusion capacitance
of the classical model, the storances and the other
carriances are all linear elements;
The schematic diagram for this model is as follows,
where p represents excess carrier density
!!2
JUNCTION
2-13
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Excess carrier density is related to junction
voltage as follows:
P = Ps (evj/v° - i)
where PS is the saturation excess carrier density.
The steady state current,
' ( HI H2H2)IDC = p H7 "+
thus
) oiDC = PS + H2
This permits identification of the Linvill model
parameters in terms of the Ebers-Moll parameters,
IS = PS \H 1 + H2/
As the carriance level (similar to admittance or
impedance level) is both unknown and unimportant
for external purposes, the term
H 1 H 2
H 1 + H 2
can be arbitrarilly set equal to i. This makes
PS numerically equal to Is .
The diagram above is not a complete and clear model.
Therefore it is replaced by the circuit model below,
2 -14
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which uses R's and C's to model the carriances
and uses 2 generators to make explicit the behavior
of the junction in converting between voltage and
excess carrier density.
RSE R R 1
v. C_ CD
 s"2sl T
The equations for the two generators are:
v = v (e vj/v°- i)
p ps
iD = (Vp - Vl)/R 1
By setting R 1 + R 2 = i, Vps = IS .
Defining the diffusion time constant, _= R2C D.
With one exception, all the parameters are defined
similarly to those of the classical model. The
exception is the value of R2, which is generall_,
between 0.5 and 1.0, depending on the diode type.
2-15
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B. Model Performance
i. Classical Diode
+ v
_ g V m m
3
RSER
JL .
a. Static Forward Current: For forward current,
the equations are simplified with very little
error by assuming RSH to be infinite.
Then i _" i
]
and v _= Vo in (i + _S)+ i RSE R .
b. Static Reverse Current: For reverse voltage,
the equations are simplied with very little
error by assuming RSE R to be zero.
Then v = v_
J
v/v° v
and i _ IS (e - I) + RSH
2-16
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c. Dynamic Forward Step Response - The voltage
response of the diode to an applied step of
forward current can be approximated by consi-
dering it to consist of 2 sequencial phases.
During the first or delay phase, the voltage
rises almost linearly due to the junction and
stray capacitance, the time constant or dif-
fusion capacitance having little effect.
During the second or charge phase, the voltage
rises very little and thus the junction and
stray capacitances have little effect, but
the diffusion capacitance charges for a period
about 2 time constants.
d. Dynamic Reverse Step Response - The voltage
response can again be approximated by 2 phases,
a storage time and a recovery tame. During
the storage time, the diffusion capacitance is
dominant and the time constant governs the
response as follows:
i F - iR
ts =Tln
-i R
During the storage time the voltage changes
very little. During the recovery time, the
voltage falls almost linearly due to the
junction and stray capacitance, the diffusion
capacitance playing almost no part.
2-17
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2. Lumped L Model
a. Static Behavior - The static behavior cf this
model is essentially the same as that of the
classical model, where
IS = VDs/(R 1 + R2)
and R 1 + R2 = 1 ohm.
b. Dynamic Behavior - The dynamic performance
differs from the classical model performance in
the relationship between vj and iD. To analyze
this relationship, we replace the complete
circuit model,
f
RSE R R 1
.----'_ -t-
1 i. I
V V --'_CD
_C ] p 2
f s 1 -
with 2 regional models as follows.
The first model is applicable when v. is positive
J
and uses no approximations.
2-]
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iD _ R1
vT
+ {_ C 2
The second model is applicable when v. is not]
positive. It approximates a very small negative
v with a short circuit as follows.
P
R21 2= C 2
The response of the entize model to large steps
of input voltage with a series input resistor is
approximated analytically by these regional models
if it is assumed that the diode forward voltage
drop is small and the junction and stray capaci-
tances are negligable. It is the turn-off response
that is of primary interest. Thus we assume the
diode to be in steady state with a forward current
iDF when the current is step changed to iDR. The
differential equations for Vp and v I can be written
by inspection from the first or forward model.
-t/R2C
Vp = (iDF - iDR) R 2 e + iDR (R 1 + R 2)
v I = Vp - iDR R 1
2-19
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The v equation can be solved for the time
P
required to reduce v to zero, the storage
P
time,
" - ' R2 1
tS = R2C in IDF IDR + In
-iDR RI+ R 2
Let R ! + R 2 - 1 and R2C --T
then
[ ]t s = T in 1DF - 1DR-+ In R2
- 1DR
As v is reduced from a positive value to zero
P
at t = ts, and recalling from the model descrip-
tion that
Vp = Vps (exp(vj/V o) - i),
it is evident that vj switches from a positive
value to a zero value. At this point in time,
we switch to the second equivalent circuit.
Here, the diode diffusion current, iD, is no
longer a function of the external circuit.
Instead it decays to zero strictly as a func-
tion of the internal parameters. We determine
this current fall time by defining a new time
variable, and a new current variable,
t' = t - ts; and iDR R
and noting that v I = -iDRRR @ t' = O,
2-20
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then
-v I -t'/RIT
iDR R = R_ - = iDR e
The time for the current to fall to -.i iF_
±R!
tiF 1 = R 1 Tin
-. li F
-i R!
tiF 1 = (i - R2)T(In -_F + 2.3)
The time for the current to fall to .liR:
iR
t_F 2 = R 1 _" in
•li R
t_F 2 = 2.3 (i- R2)_
The general equations for storage time and
current fall time for the family of single-L
models were developed above. To permit com-
parison between members of this model family,
other models, and actual diodes, it is desir-
able to normalize the equations. This normali-
zation is best done by equating the storage
time, ts, at a particular value of -iDR/iDF.
For convenience here, we chose -iDR/iDF = .2,
where t S = ts. 2 for each of the models.
To do this we solve the storage time equation
for the value of T that will result in a
2-21
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storage time of ts. 2 at -iR/i F equal to .2.
ts. 2 =Tln 1 + .2.2 + Tln R 2
ts.2 = 1.79 T +Tln R2
T= ts.2/(1.79 + in R2)
To obtain the corresponding value of C,
C =
R 2
C = ts.2/(1.79 + in R2)(R2)
Using these equations, we evalue the model
parameters for several values of R 2
R2 R1 T C
1.0 0 .559 ts. 2 .559 ts. 2
.9 .1 .594 ts. 2 .660 ts. 2
.8 .2 .639 ts. 2 .798 ts. 2
.7 .3 .696 ts. 2 .994 ts. 2
.6 .4 .782 ts. 2 1.304 ts. 2
.5 .5 .912 ts. 2 1.82 ts. 2
.4 .6 1.292 ts. 2 3.23 ts. 2
.3 .7 1.70 ts. 2 5.52 ts. 2
2-22
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Figure 2-2 shows storage time vs. (iDF-iDR)/-iDR
for the above 8 models. As shown, these curves
are straight lines on semi-log paper. The timej
after _, for current to fall to -.IiDF , tiFl,
may be displayed as straight lines on semi-log
paper by plotting against -iDR/iDF , as shown
in the same figure. The single-L model with
R 2 = 1.0 has equations and performance that
are exactly equiva].ent to those of the classi-
cal model. It is apparent for these models,
that increasing R 1 decreases the storage time
for large iDR , and increases the time after t S
for the current to fall to .IiDF.
2-23
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C. Parameter Evaluation
The models described are not_ in general, accuzate over
the entire working range of the diodes. Thus, it is usually
necessary to generate the parameter values for a specific
operating range of voltages and currents. For this reason_
and also because of the resultant mathematical problems,
the suggested technique for parameter evaluation is not to
make N operating point measurements and solve the resultant
equations for the N parameter values. Rather it is proposed
to make suitable approximations where possible to simplify
the equations for the parameters.
i. Classical Model
a. V : V should be determined from 2 data points,
o o
at forward currents much smaller than iMF, the
maximum forward current used for the diode.
Calling these points iI, v I and i2, v 2, and
assuming that the voltage drop across RSE R
is negligable, then from the junction current
equation,
V o = (v I - v2)/In (il/i 2)
where iI and i2 are assumed to be much larger
that IS .
b. IS: IS can be obtained from one of the data
point equations and checked at the other.
IS = iI exp(-Vl/V O)
check i2 = IS exp(v2/V o)
2-25
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c. RSER: RSE R can now be obtained from the iMF ,
VMF data point.
i - V ° in
RSER = iMF MF IS /
r
d. RSH: RSH can be obtained from the data point
for the maximum reverse voltage used, iMR ,
and VMR.
VMR
RSH = IS + iMR
mm
e. VK, K, N: These parameters, used in the junc-
tion capacitance equation, should be evaluated
as follows.
VK: Although V K may vary with the diode type
and with temperature, it is suggested
that V K = 1.0 volt be used, for simpli-
city, for all diodes.
K: Use the measured small-signal capacitance
at zero volts, Co, with the junction
capacitance equation to obtain K = Co .
N: Use the measured small-signal capacitance
VMR , CMR , with the junction capacitance
equation to ODtain
in {K/CMR)
N = in (V K - VMR)
2-26
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f. CS: If C S is known, it should be subtracted
from the data points used in the previous
section to obtain the junction capacitance
parameters°
g. _: T is obtained from storage time data. If
only a single data point in the range of use,
ts at iF and iR, is available, then
- iR
_= ts/in <iF_iR 1
If it is possible to pick 2 data points in the
range of use, then the first, tSl _ iFl and
iRl , should be chosen at a small ratio iFl/iRl,
and the second, ts2 _ iF2 and iR2 , should be
chosen at a large ratio iF2/iR2. Consider
the 2 data points plotted an a graph of
_ iR
ts vs. ln _iF_iR !) •
For most diodes, data points will fall on a
curve somewhere between a classical model straight
line through the origin and an Error Function
concave cur_,e. The curves are shown in Figure
2-3.
To fit a classical model T to the 2 data points,
set the positive time error at point i, tEl ,
equal to the negative time error at point 2,
rE2. Thus, the equations for the 2 points are
2-27
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iFl - iRl
tSl + tE = 9"in
-iRl
iF2 - IR2
ts2 - tE = _ in
- JR2
Solving for _,
T= (tSl + ts2/Iln iFl--_RI iRl + In iF2-_IR2iR2)
The error, tE, may now be calculated and checked
with the above equations.
2. Lumped Single-L Model
With the exception of storage time parameters, the
parameters of this model are very similar to those
of the classical model.
a. Vo: Identical to classical model.
b. Vps: Set Vps equal numerically to IS in the
classical model.
c. RSER: Identical to classical model.
d. RSH- identical to classical model.
e. VK, K, N: Identical to classical model.
f. CS: Identical to classical model.
2-29
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g. RI, R2, CD: These parameters control the
storage time and current-fall time behavior.
Assume 2 data points such as those described
for the classical model. The Single-L model
parameters are evaluated to fit both points
exactly as shown in the storage time curve
previously described.
E_
To evaluate the parameters, note first that
R 1 and R 1 are defined such that R 1 + R2 = 1.
Next, to simplify the nctation, define
iF - iR
x = in
-i R
Then determine Xo, the horizontal axis inter-
cept of the straight line through the points
tSl , x I and ts2 , x 2. At this point, ts equals
zero for the model.
Ct x2 - Xl)
xo = x I - tSl
S; - tSl
Then, from the storage time equation,
t S = R2C (x + In R2) ,
solve for R 2.
o = R2C (x o + in R 2)
InR 2 = -x o
R2 = exp(-x o)
2-30
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Next_ using the same equation with point 2,
solve for C:
ts2 :: R2 C (x 2 - Xo)
ts2
C =
R 2 (x 2 - xo)
Lastly, solve for Rl:
R 1 = 1 - R 2 .
D. Diode Subroutine
2-31
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SU.,R'.)uTI:.Jr_iJIJ[,- (VFI),FIU,CIIJ,uAIA,blDIPLAL(_FT,KrDC)
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L, uAI_{I} - IS ,,Evr__RSES_TuRHTIu,_ CUf<Rr.-NI
L. b_l_(2) : OL- r_LvLI?SE LLAr(,A,_ECuNbLJCT_,I'_LE
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IF {r_i _L.-I ) IU_I,L
1 li-(La_bbl-_) :),b_lu
_, IU - Iu(II,iII_,L)
._)k I.-'--F_L1
oO l J l.b
_._ F'Iu'-I_I,_(i)*(LXPF(VFLJl JAIA{_.) }-I .)
F i:;-I-IL+vF,'*_.,,IA (P)
It:(_ IJ'C-I ) llelh_Ib
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_<F__To_<.,
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I I I. TRANS ISTOR MODELS
A. Model Description
1. Ebers-Moll Transistor Model
The Ebers-Moll transistor model is strongly based
on the diode model. It views the transistor as
composed of an emitter diode and a collector diode
wlth current generators across each diode to repre-
sent the transportation of current carriers through
the base region.
A general schematic of the model is as follows.
B
The character of the diodes has been described
previously. Each of the 2 current generators
develops a current proportional to the junction
current of the other diode. Thus iCR = _N iEj
and iER = _IiCj, where the alphas are propor-
tionality constants representing the fraction
of emitter junction current reaching the collector
and vice versa. The detailed model is shown
below.
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! !
[-----VBE I vBC
IER ICR
RE E' I C RC
!
L  .oL• IEj iDE iDC iCj iE iCB]
_ iB D
C
c_._i>_ _REB RCB
B
In the original Ebers-Moll formulation, the alphas
were regarded as frequency-dependent with single-
pole roll-off characteristics. Here, with constant
alphas, these diffusion poles result from the pre-
sence of the diffusion capacitors.
The model parameter are subject to one additional
constraint as follows,
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2. Linvill Lumped Transistor Models
A variety of multilumped models can be made for
transistcrs as well as for diodes. The simplest
model, which is functionally identical to the
Ebers-Moll model, is as follows.
R E __ H D __ RC
I 7cl 2 2 %c
I
J
<
( RB
RE B RC B
_VkA, _VV_,,
In this model, HCI carries the normal region re-
combination current, S1 contains the normal region
stored charge and _ carries the diffusion current.
HC2 and S 2 are for the inverted recombination
current and charge.
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B. Model Performance
I. Ebers-Moll Model
a. Analytic Solutions of Static Equations
° 0
@ CO
m
i " ic
RE _ 1DC_. Re --
E_-----_V_, _ _ _V_ oc
E' B' C'
REB RCB ,
B
As the transistor equations are somewhat more
complex than those of the diode, we will first
develop the equations for the idealized tran-
sistor without series and shunt resistors,
using a "prime" symbol to denote the idealized
terms. The equations in this section are static
(D.C.) only.
3-4
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The basic equations for the "components" of the
model are as follows. For the 2 junctions,
%c/Vo
iDc = ISC (e - l) (i)
%/Vo
iDE = ISE ( e - I) (2)
where Vo and Is both are positive for an NPN
transistor and both negative for a PNP tran-
sistor.
For the 2 current generat,: _,
iCR =(_N i_. (3)
Additionally, the 2 saturation currents and
0
the 2 alphas are related by the following
equation:
It is to be noted that for the model abcve,
the alpha current sources generate currents
proportional to the external currents, not
the internal junction currents. This conven-
tion results in the following relationship
between external and Junction currents.
3-5
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'umming currents at the nodes,
i6 = iDC- iCR ; i_. = iDE- iER
i_ = iDC-CINi_ ; i_. =
i__-iDc-Cry(JoE-cLii_)
iDC -(IN iDE (6)• !
Similarly,
iDE - CLI iDC
i_._- 1 -c_a_ (7)
The relationship between base-emitter voltage
and base ana collector currents is developed
as follows.
From (2)
VBE' = V O in _ ISE + iDE>ISE
but
JoE_-i_+ aI i6
and
i_. =-i 6 - i_
therefore
iDE = -i_ - (i -(I I) i6
3-6
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and
(IsE- i_- (i-O_) i_)%E = Vo in - (a)ISE
In a similar manner, it can be shown that
vBC = Vo in ( ISC -(IN i_ + (i-CL N) i6)
' (9)
ISC
The equation for collector-emitter voltage can
now be developed,
V6E = V_E- V_c
Substituting (8) and (9),
Under most normal conditions, the base current
is much greater than the saturation currents
and equation (8) may be simplified.
Thus for iB >> ISC; in terms of i_,
I " ! m )
v' _ V O in -IB (i -(_I )i6
mm
BE = ISE
(-i_(z+ (l-_z)" "))
, _ IC/ID
VBE = V ° in
ISE
3-7
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V_E = V O in ISEiB + in 1 + _ (8a)
. !
in terms of ZC,
i'
VBE = V ° in
ISE
VBE V O in-1._ + in I_
' = ZSE i- + 1 -a (8b)
Equation (i0) may also be simplified when the
currents are large compared with the saturation
currents; using (5),
_N (-M - (l-_z)i6 ]' = •, (10a)vCE _ V ° in (_I -CLN_ + (I -(_N )lC
The following form is also useful:
VCE = V 0 n -- - + in _I
(_N + (i -(IN)_B
(10b)
!
The equations for vCE are of use primarilly for
' is almost indepen-a saturated transistor, as vCE
dent of the current in the active region. Thus
it is also useful to develop an equation for
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collector current in the active region. From
(10),
fIN ] ' ,i_ _ + fiN exp(VcE/Vo) + C_IiSC(I- exp(VcE/Vo))
• !
ic = _N (ll)
(lN + (i -CL N) exp(vi_/vc_,o )121.I
for vCE >> Vo,
i_ a_- IsceT
1 - fiN
and for i_ >> ISC ,
="_ 1 -T_ (lla)
The above equations are developed for the
"intrinsic" transistor defined by the "primed"
currents and voltage. Equations (8), (i0),
and (ii), the equations for base voltage,
collector voltage, and ccllector current may
now be modified to account for the series
and shunt resistors,
VC___B,
For iB >> ISC and iB >>
RCB
VBE = V_E -iBR B - (i B + ic)R E (12)
VcE--v6E-icRc - (iB + ic)_ (13)
3-9
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Vc (IN
.
ic - i_- _CB i-a N (14)
b. Analytic Solutions of Transistor Dynamic Equations
Approximate solutions for the current step response
of the grounded-emi+ter RC-loaded transistor cir-
cuit will be developed. The circuit, with the
Ebers-Moll dynamic transistor model, is as follows
(series and shunt resistors are omitted from the
model here in the interests of simplicity):
C -i
ic
_]ico
I1icj
CjC= =- CDC-- -- iDC ICR
B ------CL _L
F'
iEj ImL
+
i IE D
vS Vcc<) "
I
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I) Cut-off Region Solution - The cut-off region
l is formally defined by both the emitter-basediode and the collector-base diode being
reverse biased. However, as our purpose
here is to develoo an approximate equation
for the delay time of the collector response w
to a base step of voltage through a source
resistance, we will extend the definition.
Thus we say the transistor is virtually cut-
off until the collector current reaches i%
of its final value, iCF.
Within this region, we can simplify the
circuit by neglecting the diffusion capa-
citances. Thus
_'0
CDE =
CDC
= 0
Also for -i B >> ISE ,
• ~0
IDC =
For an initial base voltage, vBO , and a
base voltage, vBX , corresponding to .01 iCF ,
the charge-equivalent linearized junction
capacitances, CjE L and CjCL, may be cal-
culated. By further assuming that the net
change of collector voltage during the delay
time is zero, we can write an equation for
the base input capacitance, CBI:
CBI = C3E L + CjC L (I)
3-11
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Lastly, by assuming negligable base input
conductance during this delay period, the
delay equation can be written by inspec-
tion:
v S - vBO
tD = in (2)
RsCBI v s - vBX
where
-.01
ICF
vBX = Vo in (3)
ISE
2) Normal Region Solutions - rfhe norma± region
is defined by the emitter-base diode being
forward biased and the collector-base diode
being reverse biased. In this region it is
possible to make two simplifying approxima-
tions. For vCB _ 0 and -i B >> ISE ,
• _ 0 and CDC _ 0IDC = = .
Thenj summing currents at the base node, using
linearized equivalents for the junction .capa-
citances,
dVBE dVBc
iB + iDE - iCR - iER + (CDE + CjEL) dt + CjCL dt = 0 (i)
Noting that iCR = (_N (iDE - iER) (2)
and iER = (_I (iDC - iCR) (3)
3-12
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which 2 equations can be reduced to
(IN _2a)
ic R = iD E x i -CINC_I
and (3a)
-CLNCL_
iE R = iD E x
ThUS
iDE _ ic R - iER = iDE \ - N
and dv B dVc 0
• --- - CjcLd--i--
/ i -CLN_ + c + C jCL ) dt
iB + iDE _ (_N (_) [CDE jEL (la)
where the single subscript voltages are
ground referenced, iDE [4)
"]'DE %/0
Noting that CDE-
and that 1
dv diDE [5) 1
dvs LLK- ---- 1
___ = diDE dtdt
dv
( _ diD_ _tc_CC dt
i -O.N ----- jcL)
• "rDE dt
(l_)
dvC
_._-- = 0
CjC L dt
3-13
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Defining the base diffuslon current, iBD ,
as the base current exclusive of the junc-
tion capacitance currents, then (ib) may
be partitioned into
I-(I N ) diDEiBD + iDE 1 -_N_I - _DE dt = 0 (7)
and
dv B dv C
iB - iBD + (CjEL + CjCL) d--%- - CjCL --dr = 0 lie)
Solving (7) for iDE, using the Laplace
Transferm and denotlng the zn%tial value
of iDE as ipE O,
1- N ) 'iBD + IDE -(_N _I + ?'DE S _ TD_ zDE O - 0 (7a)
-IBD + %E iDEQ
IDE = _--_ (1 -%_I) (7b)
Defining the Normal Reg_% eomm_-_a_e
shorted-collector time oo_s_n_,
TN = (i -(_N(_I) I"DE _8)
and the Normal Region com_n-_¢_
shorted collector time com|tlat,
3-14
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where
/_ - 1 -_N '
Then from (7b),
IDE = 1 + T_N S (7c)
Then from (2a),
-_ IBD +_N icRo
ICR = 1 + _ S (9)
where
iCRO = 1 - C_ N (_I iDEO
is the initial collector generator current.
Next, summing currents at the collector
node,
dVcB
iC t iCR + CjC L dt = 0 (6)
Expanding (6) to include the separate
external currents at the collector node,
dv C vc - Vcc dVcB
CL d--_+ RL + iCR + CjCL dt = 0 (6a)
3-15
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dVc dVB VC VCC + = 0 (6b)
(CL + CjCL) d--t-- CjCL d---_+ R L RL iCR
Solving (6b) for Vc, using the Laplace
Transform, and defining
(10)
=CL+CCp jCL
and
= _cp , ell)
dv c dv B
Tp_-- Cjc_._- + vc - Vcc+ iCRRL= 0 (C,c)
dv B
To simplify this equation, assume d--t-
dv
c
is negligably small compared to d--{- "
Then
dVc N
Tp _ + vc - Vcc + icRRL = 0 (6d)
Tr2nsforming (6d) and denoting the initial
collector voltage as Vco ,
_p (VcS .- Vco ) + V C - VCC + IcRR L = 0 (6e)
l
Assuming a step for VCC ,
Vcc (12)
VCC = -_--
3-!6
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Then
Ic_R L
_Tp Vco VCC ' (6f)
vc= "rps + i + sC'rps+l)- -rps+l
Returning to the base equation (8), we
repeat the simplifying assumption that
dv B dVc
----- is negligably small compared to d--t- "
dt
Then
dv c ._
iB - iBD - CjCL d--t-=0 (8a)
Transforming (8a_,
IB _ IB D - CjC L (VC S - Vco) = 0 _8b)
Assuming that v s is a step of amplitude
large compared to v B, then iB is al_o a
step and
iB 413)
IB N= S
and
is --"
_- IB D - CjC L (VC S - VCO) = 0 (8c)
i B
IB D = -_ - CjC L (VC S - VCO) = 0 (8d)
3-17
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Substituting (8d) in (9a)
Substituting 414) into (6f),
VC _P Vco Vcc= T S+I + S('T S+I) - (14a)p p
_ (:_1_ Ac " -ACjc_Vco+TB_':_:_o)(_S+l)(_S+l)\ _ + ic_,Vo_
CL S )
' BNRLc_NS+l) "rp"co Vcc (14b)vc 1 + (_S+l)( =, S-_l-+ s(*rpS+l)-
V C = (14c )
V + ( - + VCC + R_iB
'_Ncos+ _ Vco 9_ Vcc _,.ic_o)
VC = (14d)
_ 18
N
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where _A = ( (;8 + l) CjCL + CL ) RL (15)
_A Vco VCC - RLiCRO + vCC + RL_iB
Vco S + T_ _____ (14e)VC = ) S 1
s2 + A _N __ + __
VCC - Vco + RL_i B
VCC - Vco - RLiCR 0 +
•oVco (14f)
I:
Denoting the @oles and the driving voltages
as
Vlm VCC _ VCO +_ RLiB (17)
(18)
v 2 _ VCC - Vco - RLiCR O
w
The Inverse Transform of (14f) is
__.N v2 _t/Tl ) exp(-t/q2)) +
VC = VCO + _---_--2 (exp(
(19)
i exp(-t/_l)-'_2 exp(-t/%.),.,)
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Equation (19) is the general response to
a step of base current and collector supply
voltage with initial conditions Vco and
iCR 0 (note that iCR O results from an initial
base voltage, vBO). This voltage response
equation is considerably simplified when the
initial rates of change of collector and
base voltages are zero. Under these condi-
tions it can be seen from (6b) that v 2 = 0.
Thus v2 is zero when the transistor is in
an active region steady state when the drive
step is applied. Note that v 2 is, in general,
not zero when the transistor is leaving the
saturation region and entering the active
region in response to a base step. As indl-
cated previously, equation (19) is applicable
only within the active region.
This region is defined such that iCR is large
compared to ISE and -iER is smaller than ISC.
To aid in the use of tbp collector voltage
equation, the equation for iCR is developed
below.
From (6d)
VCC - vC dv C
ICR = RL - Cp d_ (20)
g,
3-20
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(20a)
• VCC Vco 9N v2
ICR- RL RL (I"1- f2)RL (exp(-t/1"l) -exp(-t/_2)) -
v--_l_i - qi exp(-t/_l) - _2 exp(-t/@'2)) -R_, _-_
_ <-exp(-t/_ I) exp(-t/f2) )- _2 _l + _ -
-exp(-t/T I) + exp(-t/'P2) )cpvl _2 - rl
• Vl
ICR = -&iB + T1 - f2 (CI exp(-t/Tl) - C2 exp(-t/_) -
(20b)
_v2(C 1 exp(-t/_l) _ _C exp(-t/_'2) )
where C --- -- - C
1 R L p
and C2 ___ '7"2
_ -c
3-21
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3) Saturation Region Solutions - The approximate
solution to the step response of a saturated
transistor was developed by Moll. We described
the results here, using notation consistant
with that of the previous sectior.
The saturation region is defined by both the
emitter-base diode and the collector base
diode being forward biased. In this region.
two simplifying approximations are made,
both based on the relatively small variations
possible f_r vB and v C. First_ the jdnction
capacitances have neglJgable effect and may
be neglected. Second, the base and collector
circt :ts may be regarded as current sources.
Assuming that iD was at _ steady state value
of iBl prior to zero time, a'nd that ib steps
to a ,,alue of !B2 at zero time, and that
ic = Ic both prior to zero time and during
the storage time. Then for
= (i- NCLI) DC
where
V
o
,-:-----
TDC = CDC IDC
4.'
r"
ier = 1 "_I NiB2 - (I -(_N ) ic - (I)
(_N'_(-iBI$ iB2) 1- ('ix exp(-t/_ x) - _y exp(-t/Ty)y - x
3-22
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[= iB2 + (i -_i ) i - (2)icr 1 -'h-N_ I C
iBl- iB2 _]
- "I" ((_x- _I _ exp(-t/&) -('Fy-_ I) exp(-t/fy)
x J
where
TN = I/O_N ; _I = I/OQI (3)
Tx : i/OQx ; Ty : i/OJy (4)
and
= 1 ( _ _ 4(_NOQI(I_f_N(_I) )O0x'(_y _ (O0N+(_I) + ((_N +(zJI )2
(5)
The storage time, ts, is the time required
_or ier to get to zero. At t = ts, icr is,
in general, not equal to ic. The equations
are valid only for times such that neither
i nor i change their polarity.
cr er
2. Linvill-Lumped Model
As the performance of the simple lumped model described
in the previous section is identical with that of the
Ebers-Moll model, separate equations for it will not
be developed.
It is worth noting here that the Single-L lumped
diode model may be used in place of the Ebers-Moll
diode model for either or both diodes within the
Ebers-Moll transistor model.
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C. Parameter Evaluation
The transistor models_ even more than the diode models,
are accurate over only a limited range of operating points.
This is so primarily because the model uses constant alphas,
whereas the transistor alphas vary appreciably with current
level. The relative complexity of the transistor model
makes it highly advisable to select a set of data points
such that each parameter is evaluated as independently
of the others as possible.
1. Ebers-Mol± Model
a. V
o
From the model performance section,
( ), CVBE V ° in ISE IB (i (_ I )i' .= ISE
For liB I >> I Iscl and C_I << 1 , V_E = VO in _IsE
, '' ' and '' 'For 2 data points IEl, VBE I, iE2, VBE 2 ,
I I "I "I
V O (VBE 1 - VBE2)/In (iEl/iE2)
If the 2 data points are chosen at relatively low
currents such that the voltage drops across the bulk
emitter and base resistors, i_R E and i_R B , are
less than a few millivolts, then the same equation
is approximately valid for the terminal parameters:
V o (VBE 1 - VBE2)/in(iEl/iE2)
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b. ISE
ISE can be obtained from 1 of the above data
points and checked at the other.
ISE =_EI exp(-VBEl/Vo)
c. 0LN
Alpha-normal should be determined at a current
level in the center of range of use, with a
data point iB3, ic3, at a collector-emitter
voltage, _, For a transistor used as aCE3"
switch, VcE 3 _:_ou!d be just outside of satura-
tion; for a z t-,ear application, the middle of
the operating region should be used.
If iB3 is much greater than the collector-base
leakage current, vcB/RcB , then
ic3/iB3
_N = (ic3/iB3) + 1 "
If iB3 is not consJ.derably greater thaD the
leakage current, then an additional data point,
ic4 , iB4 is needed, where ic4 << ic3.
3-25
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Letting ic3- ic4 = f_ic
and iB3 - iB4 = AiB,
aic/Ai B
CLN= (Aic/Ai B) + 1
d. CLI
For those very rare applications where a tran-
sistor is used in the inverted region, (_I can
be evaluated in a manner similar to C_.
For most applications, the primary effect of
a I is on the collector-emitter saturation
voltage. This suggests evaluating CLI from
a deep saturation data point. From the pre-
vious section, for-i B >> ISC ,
[a N (-i_- (l-CL1)i6 ]V6E= V° 1. _ _Nih+(1 -_)i 6
For i_ = 0, this equation reduces to
1
' In _II
vCE = Vo
Thus
C[I = exp(-v6E/V O)
The data should be obtained at a base current,
iB5, within the range of use but small enough
to make iB5 • R E negligable.
3-26
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Where it is advisable to determine _I at a
!
non-zero ic5 , the vCE equation may be mani-
pulated to give
1 + (i-e_)ics/iBs -e_ + (i-_)icJiB5 {Vc_
_ = _CL N eX_V_--/
Calling the right side of this equation "K",
then
1 + ic5/iB5
(_I = K + ic5/iB5
e. ISC
No new data is needed to evaluate ISC:
ISE a N
ISC =
f. R E
R E can be determined from 2 data-points at a
fairly, high current level, such as that used
for the% ev_uation. Using VB3 a _ iB3 ,
ic3 , and Vc3; and VB3 b @ iB3 , and ic = 0.
J (i (i- (_i)ic3_VBE3a - VBE3b = V ° in + .--- - - _3REiB3
RE = BE3a - VBE3b - Vo in 1 + . _i CiB3 3
3-27
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g. R B
R B can be evaluated from 2 previous measure-
ments, VBE 1 and iBl @ iC = 0, and VBE3b and
iB3 _ iC = 0.
VBE3b - VBE 1 = V in IB3
o iBl iB3 (RB + RE)
/vBE3b-_B_l-Voi_iB3h iR B RE\ iBl / -iB3
h. RC
R C can be determined from an additional data
point in saturation at relatively high currents.
Using vCE3c @ iB3 and .5 ic3.
I_I "5it.3 X
(_N (-I - (i- (,_i) IB3 ' _-
vCE3c = V ° in ....... 5ic3
(-CLN + (I-CL N) _ )/
•5ic3 R C - (.5ic3 + iB3) RE
[ </eL N (-i - (l-(_i) "_--iB3 )RC = VCE3c - V O in ......... "_C3 +
CL I (-CL N + (I-(_N) iB3
(.5ic3 + iB3) R _.5YC3
3-28
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i. REB
A data point near the maximum reverse emitter-
base voltage to be used is required to evaluate
REB. Using iB6 @ VBE 6 with iC = 0,
%E/Vo: (e -
"B ISE
, = ISEFor an appreciable reverse voltage, 1B
iB : i_- vB_/RE_
i B = ISE - VBE/REB
-VBE
REB =
iB - ISE
-VBE 6
REB = iB5 - ISE
J. RCB
Using a data point near the maximum reverse
collector-emitter voltage to be used, iB7 @
vBC 7 with iE = 0,
-vBC 7
RCB = iB7 - ISC
I::.',,/"
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k. CjE parameters: VKE , KE, N E
In most cases, the arbitrary use of VKE = 1.0
volt should be satisfactory.
From the equation for CjE ,
K E
C
JE
(VKE - VBE )NE
Using as data a small-signal measurement of
CBE 1 @ VBE = 0 and iC = 0 to evaluate KE,
KE = CBE 1
Using a similar data point, CBE 2 @ the :naximum
used reverse base-emitter voltage, VBER, with
iC = 0_
in (KE/CBE2)
NE = In (VKE - VBE R)
I. CjC parameters: VKC, KC, N c
Again, arbitrarily let VKC = 1.0 volt.
Using the small signal CBC 1 @ vBC = 0 and
iC = 0 to evaluate KC,
KC = CBC 1
3-30
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Using CBC 2 @ the maximum used reverse base-
collector voltage_ VBCR,
in (Kc/CBc 2)
N C = in (VKc - vBC R)
m. CDE parameter: TN
TN is the effective time constant of the emitter
junction. For a transistor that is used as a
switch_ TN is best evaluated from current step
response data. For an "on" step of base currentj
iBFI, which is small compared with a collector
current_ iCFI, the collector currelt rise ttme is
approximately defined by the following equation
which is derived from the general equation in
the previous section.
/_NiBF1
tIR = (_N + I)(CjcLRL + _N ) in_iBF 1 - iCF 1
where
CI.N
- 1 - '
and CjC L is the linearized collector junction
capacitance over the collector voltage range
from vCB_OFF to vCB_O N.
CjC L -
vCB_O N - vCB_OFF
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(VKc - vCB)I-Nc !-vCB-OFF •
QjC -- KC 1 - N C I
I-vCB..ON
It is apparent from the equation for tiR that
a more sensitive evaluation of '% is obtained
by using a value for R L such that
TN >> CjcLRL "
_0
Thus for RL =
_NiBFI I_
)
% = tiR/((DN + i) In _i BFI- iCFl
whereas for R L _ 0,
/_iBFI )
_N = -CjcLRL _ tIR/((_N + i) in _iBF 1 _ iCFI
7or linear small signal transistor applications,
the collector current cut-off frequency, f_ or
ft' may be used to obtain %" T1,e data should
be at a relatively high curlent level $o that
error due to CjE is negligable. Here
1
or
1
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n CDC parameter:• I
"FI iDC
CD C N
= (i-(_NC_I) V o
With the exception of the rare case where a
transistor is operated in the inverted region,
T is of interest for its contribution to the
I
saturation region behavior• As was previously
shown, the storage time in response to a step
of base current is a function of the several
currents, the alphas and 2 time constants,
T and _ which in turn are functions of the
x y
alphas and of TN and T I.
It was shown by "IoI! that a simplifying approxi-
mation for the step response storage time may
be made as follows,
TN + TI iBF- iBR
In
ts = 1 -_NCLI (ic_/_N)-IBR
thus
4 m "
_BF IBR
= + ts(i- N I)/In
(iCF/_N) - iBR
Here again the currents should be chosen near
the middle of the range of interest.
D. Transistor Subroutine
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_. AHO(z} - V," LOLLE(..ToH CJlO_E VOLIAuE (PLdS FaIR P H_SITIVc)
_. ANSi.j} : rll EXIITcR t}h_A,,ICrlCUr(RcI,Jf II'JLLI_FOR FLOv, P To r,,)
i.. AH._'(_} -Flt' CO,-LLCTUH i_,Ai,C_1_ijrnr_Nl (PLUS FOR Fuvw P lo H)
_. AIXo{-:-)j- _--(.t_- .... lOiAl_ F_I'iL-I-T_N sHuIIF L_;,P/aCLTjalILE
b A,<'o(u,J: CCC IUIAL COLLECTOR bilUNl C4PACIIANCL
AH_{/) - bATA Th_:_SISlot< PAr_AN,r..IEH 4Rr_AY
_. A_('J{o) - FIZZ I,_iTIAL VMLOE OF r-_lTIE,i CURKc._NT
_. A,_O('._) : FI,_I I,,.IIIAL V_._LUE OF CL,LLc.CTON LU;_REI,_T
_. Akb(lu)-- LALoFI PL_., - I o,4 FIRST PAS., I,]hoUG_ SO_RObII_,_F
_. A_'_,(±I)" KIUC FL_o L_EI I0 1 FuR DC _.:)E , To (I FOR IRANSIE,_I
huL_ -,LSIbTAI_CFS ,_USI ;$E IruCLduLJ I,_ E.,,Tr_H,'_ALCI,_CdlT IF DESIREL)
t ._A(_(1) -" IL,L _,,P,IA(Z) : I_C biOuE %ATORAIION _LI_xRENI
_.. uATA(o) - _Lk I-)AIA(4) - SiC L)IOUE LEAKAGE- COI,oLICTAr._C__
k, l)AiA(b) : A,q uAlA(b} : HI Cu_,,lON LIASE CURRt--,,TGAIN
t. d_IA(7) " 1,,_ uAIA(b) : Ti ....I_.cCuVENY TlmE COL',__Ts_NT.........
-C........L_ATAig) - VKE _)ATA(IO)- V_,C blObt.. CUNTACI POI_NI!AL
L [_AIA(II)" ,,,r_ DAIA(i>')- ;_C ULOUE bFiAOINC_ CO,_STArJT
L_ATA(IJ): t_L. E_AI_(IW)- F,L. U/OuE CAPACII_._ICr- COtlSTA;,_T
L uAIAIIb)-" Lr..S DAIA(16)-- CCS uIOuE STRAY CAPACITANCE
L)ATA(I(): Vu T,_E_XNAL POTENTIAL _,T/G
uI_;L__:_IUJ UAT_(17)
IF (KIuC-I_ lu,I,1 ..............
I IF(L_LoFI--I) 5,5,10
INITALIzE DiuU_ C_r(HE.,,TS
'._FLI - FIll
FI,c : F I;I
bO lu Ib
_, ENITIER ANu LOLLECTOH CIIh{RENI CA_CuLAIIONS
C [SC- ISr_,Ar,/AI
(,. FIE: iSE* (r..XPF(VIIV() )-I )/ (I-_IJ.AI )
L. FLC- 15C*(EXPFiVZ/VI)-I)/(I-AI_*AI)
FII- FIE - AI*FIC + VI*GLE
C FI2-- FLC - AN*FIE + V,_*GLC
I(1 AN : _ATAib}
AI = OATAIb)
DATAz"UwTA {I)*AN/AL
O : 1 ,-AN*AI
hIE: d_TA(I)/U
sIC: uAIA2/LJ
FI F- blE,(ExPF(VI/UATA(17))-I.) ....
FIC: S'C*(EXPF(V2/DATa(]7))-I.}
Fll-FIE-AI*FIc + VI*UATA{3)
FI_: FIC-AN.FIE + VP*uATA(W)
IF (_TUC-I) 11,1.5,15
C EMII i'_H ANu COLLECTOR SHUNT CAPACITANCE CALCULATIONS
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C -L.JL: _,E/(VKE-V]-)**Nc EMIlTER JUNCTIoIC DEPLETION CAPACITANCE
L, CJC- _LC/(VKL-VP)*WLNL COLLECTOR JUNCTION DI=PLETION CAPACITAI'.ICF..
C cuE-- (FIE+SIL).TN/V/ EMITTEr( uIFFUSIO,_ CAPACITANCE
{,,. CDC_ (FIC+SI(,..I;,II/Vu COLLLCTOr_ UIFFuSION CAPACITANCE
It DE : uA]'A(9} -VI
DC - uATA(1U)-V2
CoC uATA(.L_}/t)C_.L)AT_(12}
_U'i_uL,Ilrdr..T.Ar,8..i(VI,V,,,'pFII,Fi#pC_.EtccCpUATApFIIIPFI21pLA__GFTPKTUC)
Cu:-: (F [E+_IE).UAIA(7}/OATA(] 7)
CDC_ (F IC ,.b A I'A(,,..,,_/[)_1A(17 ;
CCL-- C.JE+LUL+LJ_ [A (15)
CCC- C.UC+UCu, ¤Œ (lh)
J-h CU_I 1,,luL.
t-j',dL)( I-PDpI|IIIt dpllp I PlJpIIIpllwUplIIP(JIUIpU)
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IV. ZENER DIODE MODEL
A. Model Description
For a Zener diode, normally symbolized as follows,
+ v
° Dj o
a model may be developed which consists of the ordinary
diode model plus an additional non-linear current generator
to represent the Zener or avalanche breakdown at a reverse
voltage. This model is as follows.
vj
+
____ -(_ -
i Z
1 _DN°rma
lode
[ _ RSE R li
I
I0 II '
L % .... J
+
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All the components of the model except the Zener current
generator, iz, have been previously described for the
diode model. For the Zener current generator, an equa-
tlon very similar in form to the diode i. generator is3
suggested as follows:
iZ - -I x(exp(-vj/V x) -i)
where both I and V are positive constants.
X X
This model was chosen because it fits the data showing an
inverse relationship between current and small signal
resistance in the breakdown region.
The equations for the non-linear components of the normal
d_ode are repeated here for convenience:
ij = Is(eXp(vj/Vo)-i )
K
C . =
3 (V K _ vj)N
di
CD T __.i= dv "
3
B. Model Performance
i. Static Forward Behavior
By neglecting the small forward value of iZ,
4-2
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v _ V ° In ( _ _ i) + i RSE R
Note that the forward behavior may be cf very little
importance in most applications.
2. Static Reverse Behavior
Neglecting the small reverse contribution of i
3
and RSH at relatively large reverse currents,
v _= -V x (In (-i/Ix) + I) + i RSE R
also
-Vdv _ x
rz = d-_ = "-T- + RSER
3. Dynamic Forward Step Response
The response is similar to that of a normal diode;
however, Zener diodes are seldom used in a manner
that would elicit this behavior.
4. Dynamic Reverse Step Response
Although normal diode charge storage and reverse
recovery are present, they are not brought into
play for most applications. The normal capacitive
behavior of C. is sometimes of importance.
3
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C. Parameter Evaluation
i. Normal Diode Parameters
The normal diode parameters of a Zener diode are
often of very little importance to its in-circuit
use. If the Zener diode is not, under any condi-
tions, forward biased, the normal diode components
can be omitted from the model. If the Zener diode
can, on occasion, be forward biased but the exact
forward behavior is not of importance, crude guesses
can be used for the normal parameter evaluation.
It is, of course, also possible to use the procedure
previously described to evaluate the normal diode
parameters.
2. V
X
V x is best determined from a data point i I, v I,
within the "Zener breakdown" region. A relatively
low current, such that i, RSE R is very small com-
pared to Vl, should be used. The small signal
resistance at that point, rZl , should also be
determined.
i
Then, Vx - -rZl 1
3. I
X
I can be evaluated from the same data as follows,X
i I exp(vl/V x)I x -
t
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4. RSE R
Although RSE R is part of the normal diode, it is
sometimes of importance to Zener diode operation.
It can be evaluated from a second data point within
the "Zener breakdown" region, i2, v2_ and rz2 _ at
a higher current than the first data point.
RSE R = rz2 + V/i 2
A check can now be made by calculating
-V x (in (-i2/I x) + i) + i2RsE R
and comparlng with the measured v 2.
D. Zener Diode Subroutine
4-5
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5UBROUTI_ Z[IIOuE (VF;),FID,CTD.DATA.FIDItLALGFTtKIDC) ....
C r_ON-LI,_E_k ZtNL_ DIOOE MODEL
C ARG(1) = VFD DIODE TERHINAL-VOLTAGE-|PLU5 FOR P POS_
C ARG(2) = FID DIODE BRANCH CURRENT (P_US FOR FLOW p TO N)....
--C _RG(3) = CID DIODE TOTAL tERMINAL CAPACITANCE
C ARG(5) : FIDI DIODE INITIAL CURRENT
C ARG(6) = LAuGfT .... FLAG =_¢_1ONFIR__ST _PAS} THROUGH SUBHOUT|NE
C AaG(7) = KI_C FLAG = I FOR OC CASEt = 0 FOR TRANSIENT
C bULK hESISTANCL MUST DE INCLUDED IN EXTERNA_ CIRCUIT IF DESIRED
C UAT_(1) = 15 REVER_E SATURATION CURRENT i,
C LATA(_) = &L REVERSE LEAKAGE COND__U_UCTANCE.........
C uAT_(3) = fAD CHARGE RECOVERY TIME CONSTANT
C DATA(h} = V_ DIOQE _CQNTACT_ POTEN___T_IAL.......................
C bATA(_) = N JUNCTION GRADING CONSTANT
C bAT.(6) = K DEPLETION CAPACITANCE CONSTANT
C _AI_(7) = CSil STRAY AND CASE CAPACITANCE
C I;ATA(_) = VO THERMAL POTENTIAL KT/Q
C IJAT_(9} =_X zL_ER---CURRENT CONSTANT
L [JATA(IC}= VX ZLNER VOLTAGE CONbTANT
.....  IMcNSION-bA A i-OF ......
IF(KTUC-t) _Otltl
C |O = _D(INIIIAL_
b FID= FIDI
GO TO _5
C IU = V3_GL * I$_(EXPFIVD/VO)-II-IX_(EXPF(-VD/VX)-I)
IO FIC= _ATA(IIeIL_PFIVFp/DATA(_|)-_,)
FIX= EATA(9)_(LAPF(-VFD/DATA(IO))-I.)
FID= VFD_DAIA(Z)*FIC°FIX
IF(KT_C-1) lltl_tl5
_C..... C ID= CSD + KI((VK-VD)_N) • ITAVIyo)_(FIC*|$)
lI CTD= bATA(7).DA_A(6)/((DATA(_)-VFD)_DATA(5))_(DATA(JIIDATA(B))
Ie(FIC*DATA(1))
15 CONTINU_
HETURN
LND
..........................
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V. TUNNEL DIODE MODEL
A. Model Description
For a tunnel diode, normally symbolized as follows,
T
or as follows,
i 4
a r odel may be developed which consists of the ordinary
diode model plus an additional nun-linear current
generator to represent the tunneling behavior at small
positive and negative voltages. This model is as follows,
-
.___.q_)
I T
r- i,___ -i
j_% .ormo_
_ I (1D ' _"- i "
-----m- RS E R
4L ..... _j
+.... _ __ +
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With the exceptlon of the tunnel current generator,
iT, the model is identical with that of the normal
diode. An empirical equation was developed for iT
as follows,
V °
iT = __i exp(-vj/VT)
where both RT and V T are positive constants.
The equations for the 3 non-linear normal diode com-
ponents are repeated here
ij = IS (exp(vj/Vo) _ i)
K
C. --_
J (vE - vj)N
di.
CD = -;"-__.idv.
J
B. Model Performance
i. Static Forward Behavior
The forward behavior is that of the normal diode
in parallel with the tunnel current generator.
By differentiating the tunnel current expression
with respect to vj, the slope of the tunnel current
characteristic is
5"-2
1QF 7nAA RQ7 I%0 4
V .
diT 1 -3 ) exp(-v )
dv = RTT (1 - VT _/V T3 J
It is evident that this derivative represents the
small slgnal tunnel conductance, gT" Thus
dl T
gT = dv
3
It can be seen that
for vj < VT, gT > 0
for vj = VT, gT = 0
for vj > VT, gT < 0
Thus the tunnel conductance changes from positive
to negative polarity at vj = V T. Therefore, V T
is the approximate peak point of the diode, as
the normal diode current generator, ij, has very
little effect at the low V T voltage.
The presence of the exponential multiplier in the
expression for iT makes iT decrease rapidly as
the forward voltage increases beyond Vj. The
decreasing iT, when summed with an increasing ij,
results in a valley point of minimum current.
At forward voltages greater than this valley point,
the normal diode current, ij, increasingly dominates
the behavior. Thus the overall small signal con-
ductance becomes positive as the normal diode slope,
gD' dominates the decreasing negative gT"
5-3
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2. Static Reverse Behavior
The reverse behavior is dominated by the tunnel
current generator. The equation for iT may be
re-arranged.
V ,
__i = RT exp )
iT (vj/VT
This ratlo may be defined as the large-signal
tunnel resistance as it represents a vector from
the origin to the operating point. It is evident
that, for increasing negative voltages, this large-
signal resistance decreases from a value of RT
for vj = 0. Thus the reverse current rises ever
more steeply fo_- increasing negative voltages.
Accurate modeling of reverse behavior is often
of little or no importance in tunnel diode appli-
cations.
3. Dynamic Behavior
The dynamic behavior is due primarily to the inter-
- action of the static "N-shaped" i-v characteristic
and the junction capacitance.
C. Parameter Evaluation
i. Normal Diode Static Parameters
V o, IS , and RSE R are the parameters to be evaluated
as RsHcan be regarded as infinite in value. The
evaluation of these parameters is somewhat more
complex than it is for an "ordinary" diode because
of the presence of the tunnel current generator.
5-4
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To simplify the problem somewhat we shall here assume
that RSER = 0. Th,ls, it is necessary to evaluate only
the parameters V° and I s . This may be done from 2
suitable data points.
One such point is VFp ' Ip, the Forward Peak Point.
As iT, the tunnel generator current, is virtually zero
at this point, the data may be used directly in the diode
equation as follows:
_ I exp (VF /'7 )Ip s P o
The second suitable data point is the valley point.
However, as both the tunnel generator, iT , and the
normal diode generator, ij, contribute current at the
valley point, the following equation is used:
/Iv--iTV I s exp (Vv Vo)
where iTV = iT at v = V v
These two equations may be solved for V and Io s
after iTV is determined from the tunnel current genera-
tor equation.
2. vT
A data point at the peak point current and voltage, m
i and v , can be used to evaluate VT. AssumingP P
VT = Vp
5-5
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a. Switch Diodes - For tunnel diodes that are
used as switches, RT should be evaluated
so as to satisfy the peak point data,
Ip, VD_ . From the tunnel generator
equation,
V
RT = -_Ipexp (- Vp/VT)
where
VT=V P
V
Thus, RT = .369i-_
P
b. Amplifier Diodes - For tunnel diodes that
are used as small-signal negative resistance
amplifiers, _ should be evaluated to satisfy
a negative small signal conductance data
point, gNl at iNl , VNl. Assuming that ij
contributes negligibly to gNl'
RT : _ (i - VjNl) exp(-VjNl/VT)gTl VT
5-6
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where
VjN 1 = VNl - iNIRsE R
and
1
gTl = gNl -
RSER
Sometimes the available data takes the form
of a maximum negative small-signal conduc-
tance, gN MAX, at unspecified iNM and VNM.
By differentiating the equation for gT'
dg T v j)_-exp (-v j/VT) _dv T = (2 - VT k RTV T
it is apparent that the maximum gT occurs
at vj = 2 V T. Thus gN MAX occurs at
VNM = 2 V T. Also
iN M VNM exp /-VNM_: sT kvT/
2 V T
iNM = RT exp (-2)
The equation for RT becomes
-- exp (-2 )
RT = gTM k
-.135
= gTM
5-7
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where
1
gTM = gNM - RSE R
5-8
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VI. CONTROLLED RECTIFIER MODEL
A. Model Description
The controlled rectifier is one member of the family
of PNPN 3-junction devices. The distinguishing feature
of the controlled rectifier is that it is a 3-terminal
device. It is usually symbolized as follows,
_ VAE +
. .
VGE
and sometimes symbolized as follows,
_ VAE +
_ +___t
- VGE
The 2-terminal member of the family is the 4-1ayer
diode, symbolized as
_ VAE +
- _'] -
or _ VAE +
(
• 6-I
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The 4-terminal member, sometimes, celled a controlled
switch, is symbolized as
$ .
, T
The model used here for all of the PNPN devices is an
extension of the Ebers-Moll type of diode and transistor
model. In terms of a diode sub-model, it appears as follows,
iERI iCR iER 2
-<D- -<D-
,
_ -(_ _
REB _ RCA
B' iz IC'
The 3 diodes are representive of the 3 junctions; the
3 upper current generators model the transportation of
current carrier through the device. The iCR generator
develops a current proportirnal to conductive currents
6-2
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in each of the end diodes, with CINl and _N2 as propor-
tionality constants. The iER 1 and iER 2 generators develop
currents related by (IiI and CLI2 to the center diode
current. The shunt resistors REB and RCA produce the
effects of current dependent normal alphas that are vital
to the base or collector triggering properties of the
model. The zener current generator across the center
junction provides an effect similar to the voltage depen-
dency of alpha that results in anode triggering.
Replacing the diode symbols with Ebers-Moll diode models
results in a detailed model as follows.
iER 1 iCR
E RE E' iDEI iEj I iDC icj i_j 2 iDE2 A' RA A
RE B RCA
vvv CD
B' CIR'C
B C
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The equations for the model current generatorq are as
follows.
For the "diode" current generators:
iDE 1 = ISE 1 (exp(v_E/Vo) -i)
• J V
IDC = ISC (exp(VBc / ° ) -i) i
iDE 2 = ISE 2 (exp(V'Ac/V)u -I)
Eor the "transport" current generators:
iER 1 = (_IliCj
icR = CLNIiEJI + C_N2iEJ2
iER2 = (_I2iCj
The alphas and the saturation currents are related by,
ISC/ISEI = (_NI/(_II
ISC/IsE 2 = (_N2/(_I2
For the "zener" current generators,
iZ = -i x(exp(-vBC/v x)-l)
All of the constants above are positive.
6-4
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B. Model Performance
i. Analytic Solutions of Static Equations
Because of the complexity of the model, equations
will be developed initially for a model with no
series resistors, shunt resistors, or zener current
generators. Also, for static equations, all junc-
tion and diffusion capacitors are omitted. The
resulting simplified model appears as follows,
iER 1 iCR iER 2
i_ i_ i_ .
E" -A'
-
B'
The equations for the 3 PN junctions are:
iDE 1 = ISE l(exp(v_E/vo)-l) (i)
iDC = ISC (exp(V'Bc/V)-l)u (2)
iDE 2 = ISE 2(exp(v_c/VO)-I ) (3)
For the 3 current generatcrs,
iE_1 = _li_ (4)
icR = CL_li_-(_.2i_ (s)
iFa2 = CL_2_ (6)
6-5
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The constraints on the alphas are,
ISC/IsEI = CLNI/(_II (8)
ISC/IsE2 = CLN2/(_I2 (9)
From the topology,
• !
lE = IDE 1 - iER 1 (i0)
i_= iDc - icR (ll)
-i_ = iDE 2 - iER 2 (12)
Substituting (4), (5), and (6) :
i_. = iDE 1 -(_ili_. (10a)
i6 = iDC -CLNIi_ + CIN2i _ (lla)
-i_ = iDE 2 - l_i2i 6 (12a)
Thus the PN junction currents in terms of the external
currents are
iDE I = i_. + (%ili_ (lOb)
IDC = i_ + CLNIi_-(IN2i{ (lib)
iDE 2 =.i_ + (Ii2i_ (12b)
From the topology
i_l+ i_+ i6 = 0 (13)
• !
i6 -iA = o (14)
i_+ i_l+ q : o (15)
6-6
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then
iDE1 _--i_l- i_+CLII(+i_) (10c)
iDLI = -i_l- i_ (i-Oil) (10d)
iDC = +i_ +C_NI(-i_I - i_) -CLN2i _ (!ic)
iDC =-(_,Nli_l + (I-CLNI-(_N2)i_ (lld)
iDE2 = -q +Ch2(+i_) (12c)
iDE 2 = -(i- _2 ) i_ (12d)
Solving (i), (2), and (3) for the voltage across
each junction,
VBE = V ° in(l + (iDEI/IsEI)) (la)
VBE V o in( -ISEI - ihl + (l-_l)(-iA))
= - (16)
ISEI
V_C = V O In (i + (iDC/Isc)) (2a)
vBC Vo In_ISc- (]'NIiBI + (I- CLNI- (_N2)i_)
' = (17)
ISC
!
vAC = V ° in (i + (iDE2/IsE 2)) (3a)
V_c = V ° in ( fSE2 - (I-(_I2) i_) (18)ISE-
6-7
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For currents that are large compared to ISE I, the
3 junction voltage equations can be simplified as
follows -
+ (i- II)(-IA)
VBE = V ° in ..... ISEI (16a)
V_E _= V o In _-C_NIiBI + (I-(_NI-CLN2)iA_IsC
(17a)
V_C _ V O in --IsE2 . (18a)
For very small CLII and %2 , the above equations
may be further simplified.
= (16b)
BE 1
. _ V ° in __-CINli_l +(I-CLNI-(IN2)i_ (17b)vBC ISC
0
V_C _- V O in <.i_E2-i_)
(18b)
At this point, we shall add to the basic model above,
those components that are needed for a complete model.
The most important component to be added is RBE , the
resistor shunting the base-emitter junction. It will
be shown that adoing this resistor produces the effect
of an CLN that increases with current, which is funda-
mentally necessary for SCR operation. Additionally
RE, a series emitter resistor, is used to provide a
saturation anode voltage that increases with high
6-8
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anode current. The remaining series and shunt
resistors are not vital to a model that is not
intended to be too precise. Also, as SCR's are
seldom anode voltage triggered, the zener current
generator that simulates this effect is omitted.
Thus the following complete static model will be
used for the SCR.
_ i_ iAA
iE .,
iB 1
_ iB
B
The "unprimed" and "primed" currents are related
as follows :
i&l--iB + i_BE (20)
i_ = iA (21)
where
iRBE : v_/_BE (22)
The "primed" voltage equations become
V_E _'Vo= In( '-iB ---iRBEIsEI-iA> (16c)
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' _ V in /-__ CLNI(iB+iRBE)+(I-C_NI-CLN2)iA) (17c)vBC = o ISC ,
-iA )
' "_ V in . T-- (18c)
vAC = o
k±SE2
Equations for the 2 important external voltages
are.-
I
VBE = VBE + iE x R E (24)
VBE = Vhm- (i B + iA) R E (24a)
I -- I I
VAE = vAC vBC + VBE + iER E (25)
0 _ I I --
VAE = vAC vBC + VBE (i B + [A ) RE (25a)
Among the 4 terms in the expression for VAE , it is
!
-vBC , the voltage across the center junction that
is of most interest. It is now examined in greater
detail.
a. Saturation Reqion:
The saturation region is distinguished from
the normal active region by
i
vBC > 0 (26)
Therefore from (17c), -CLNI(iB+iRBE)+
(I-(_NI-_N2)i A >Isc or, as ISC << iRBE,
-_NI(iB+iRBE)+(I-_NI-(_N2)iA > 0 (27a)
6-10
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_NIiRBE -(_NI (-iB)
-iA > (_NI +(_N2 "" 1 (27b)
The above equation is written in terms of -i A
and -iB, as polarities chosen are such as to
make these quantities normally positive.
The shunt resistor current, iRBE_ is a function
of the junction voltages, which prevents a
simple exact explicit solution of the equations.
However, useful results may be made by assuming
iRB E to be constant, which is approximately true
for all but very small and very large base and
anode currents.
Note here that for the model chosen, the alphas
are constants. Also to fit SCR performance
wherein an anode current greater than some
minimum can be supported in saturation with
zero base current, it is necessary that
CINI +C_N2 > 1 . (28)
From (2Vb) it is apparent that
_NIiRBE
for-i B = 0, -iA > _Ni + _N2 - 1 (27d)
for -i A = 0, -i B > iRB E (27e)
Equation (27d) approximately defines the Holding
Current, the minimum anode current that will be
supported in saturation with no base current.
Equation (27e) indicates what is apparent from
6-11
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the model schematic, that the base current
must be greater than the current in the shunt
base-emitter resistor to provide saturation
with zero anode current.
b. Effective Alpha-normal vs. Actual Alpha-normal:
At this point it is of value to examine in greater
detail the interaction between the emitter diode
shunt resistor, RBE , and the constant CINI that
produces an effective alpha normal, (_i _ that
increases with current. The D.C. base-emitter
circuit is as follows:
iER
cCO
iE ' l_E_rE'o IE
RBE
B'
From (16), for current large compared with ISE 1
and for negligably small_zl,
-i_l- i_
' = V in
VBE
o ISE 1
From (15)
I
VBE = V ° in
ISEI
6-12
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The normal alpha affects model performance
through (5)
We may write an equation similar to (5) using
CL_I and iE:
• D . °
xCR = CLNIXE -CLN21_ (5a)
thus
and
• !
x E
From the topology,
iE = i_ + V_E/RBE
Vo i_.
iE : i_ + BK_E in ISEI
thus,
Vo i_
CLNI =(_Nli_/(i_. + _in ISEI)
By arbitrarily assuming some values, this
expression may be plotted.
6-13
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' = .5O0Assume l = x @ VBE
iRB Eand = 100x @ VBE = .500
and v
o
= .026
For these values,CL_i/C_l vs. iE is plotted
below on a linear scale
. 0"-
L
0.8-
0 6--
(_N I 04-
0 2-
I
° oox  Joox
i E _
It is evident for the example values that CL_ ,
the effective alpha, increases rapidly for
emitter currents from 100x to 500x and more
gradually thereafter.
c. Normal Active Region:
The normal active region is defined by
I !
VBE > 0, vAC > 0, and
v_ < o (29)
6-14
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lTherefore, similar to (27b),
CLNIiRBE -C_NI(-iB)
-iA < CLNI +C_N2 - 1 (30)
The Normal Active Region may be further divided
into a Forward Blocking Region and a Negative
Anode Resistance Region. In the Forward Blocking
Region, normal transistor behavior is displayed.
As base or anode current is further increased,
the small signal resistance, rA = -dVAE/diA ,
decreases from a large positive value and becomes
negative. Once in this Negative Anode Resistance
Region, increasing current will drive the device
to the Saturation Region.
d. Small Siqnal Anode Resistance:
An approximate expression for rA, the small
signal anode resistance or slope of the anode
V - I characteristic, may be obtained as follows.
For the region where currents are large compared
to the saturation currents and where IRB E is
reasonably appJ:oximated as constant, (25a) may be
differentiated with respect to iA.
I i
-dVAE dvAC dvBC dVBE
rA _ di A - di A + di A di A + RE
where
I
-dVAc 1
-_ V
d i A o - i A
6-15
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and
dV_c _NI +_N2- l
di A - V o C[NI(iB+iRBE)+(CLNI+CLN2-1)iA
and
dv'
BE !
di A - V0 -iB-iRBE-i A
It is apparent that the small signal resistances
of the emitter and anode diodes are pus_cive
resistances that decrease with increasing current,
and that the center or collector diode develops =
the negative resistance.
6-16
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2. Analytic Solutions of SCR Dynamic Equations
The approximate step-response will be developed
for the szmplified circuit below.
A _ iA
C
ica
CjC----CDC_= '_I iDc _I iCR RI
iEJl
E
---- ___ --_
a. Turn-on Step Response:
As the current level is usually quite large,
the junction capacitances contribute little and
thus w111 be valued at zero. Also, as the
center diode is back biased, CDC is very small
during the transient and thus will be valued
at zero.
6-17
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The following equations will develop the
collector current response to a base current
step.
Summing currents at the base, collector, and
anode nodes provides the 3 basic equations.
dVBE
= 0 (1)
iB + lEo I + icj + CDEI dt
- - _ _-0 (2)
ICJ _A
dVAc
= 0 (3)
iA + iEJ2 + _E2 dt
It is desired to solve the above equations for
iA in response to a step of iB. To solve, note
that from the topology,
iEJl = iOEl_ iERI (4)
• . C5)
icj = IDC- ICR
(6)
iEj 2 = iDE 2 - iER 2
and from tb ° previous section,
• (7)
iER I = (_iliCJ
ic R = CLNiiEj I + CLN2iEj 2 (8)
• (9)
iER2 = (]'I21CJ
6-18
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the 3 "transportation" current generators may
be solved for in terms of the 3 "diode" current
generators as follows,
-CLNI(_I!iDEI +CLIIiDC -CLN2(IIIiDE2 (i0)
iERI = 1 -(_N2 CLI2 - (_NI (_ii
(iNfiDEl -( _NI CLII + (IN2 CLI2) iDC+ (_N2iDE2 (it)
ICR = 1 - CLN2 C_I2 -CLNI (_Ii
- _NI (iI2iDEl +CLI2iDC -CLN2_I2iDE2 (12)
iER2 = 1 - _IN2 CiI2 -C_NI (_I1
Substit,_ting in (4), (5), (6)_ respectively_
(i-(_.N2 (_I2) iDE1- (_IliDC +C_N2 C_IIiDE2 (13)
iEj I = D
-_NIiDEI + iDC-C[N2iDE2 (14)
iCJ = D
_LN1 (_I2iDEI - CLI2iDC+(I- (_NI (_Ii) iDE2 (15)
IEJ2 = D
where
D = i - (_N2 C_2 - (_NI (_'Ii (16)
At this point, the equations may be simplified
a bit by noting that for the turn-on response
it is a fair approximation to let iDC = 0.
Substituting (13) into (i),
6-19
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dVBE
iB + KIiDEI + K2iDE2 + £i dt = 0 (la)
dVBE
and as %El = CDEI diDE 1
diDE 1
iB + KliDEI + K2iDE2 + TDEI dt - 0 (ib)
Substituting (14) into (2)_
,.D±DEI + K6iDE 2 - iA = 0 (2a)
Substituting (15) into (3),
dVAc
iA + K3iDEI + K4iDE2 + C2 dt - 0 (3a)
dVAc
and as TDE 2 = CDE 2 diDE 2
diDE 2
iA 4 K3iDE 1 + K4iDE 2 + _DE2 dt _ 0 (3b)
where
1 - CLNI - CLN2 (Ii2 _N2 ((iIl _ i)
K1 : D ; K2 = D
1 - CLNI [Ii2
K 3 = C_NI (_Ii ; K4 =
D D
- CINI - CLN2
K5 = D ; K6 = D
6-20
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Taking Laplace transforms, from (ib),
IB 4 KlIDE 1 + K2IDE 2 + _DEI (IDEIS - iDEI0) = 0 (ic)
where iDE10 is an initial condition having value
of zero for the turn-on step response. Thus
IB + (K 1 + TDEIS)IDE 1 4- K2IDE 2 = 0 (id)
from (2a),
K5IDEI + K6IDE 2 - IA = 0 (2b)
from (3b),
IDE2 s - iDE20IA + K3IDEI + K4IDE2 + TDE2 _ ) = 0
(3c)
where iDE20 is an initial condition having value
of zero for the turn-on step response. Thus,
IA + K3IDEI + (K4 + _DE2 s)IDE 2 = 0 (3d)
Substituting (2b) into (id),
 2KS-(KI+fDEIS)K6
KI+%EIS + %E2 = 0
I B + K5 K 5
(17)
Substituting (2b) into (3d)
K 5 + K 3 K4K5+K5fDE2S-K3K6
K5 I + = 0 (18)A K 5 " IDE2
6-21
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Solving (18) for IDE 2 and substituting in (17)
S K4 K3K6K5K51"DE2 + TDE2 K5 %E2
(19a)
As the possibilities of simplifying the algebra
for the relatively general case of (19a) seem
small, some further simplifying assumptions
will now be made.
Assume _NI =CLN2 =(_N (20)
and CLII = (_I2 = 0 (21)
and _DEI =%E2 = _DE (22)
These assumptions result in a considerable
simplification, as follows:
_NIB S + I/fDE
i- 2 CLN (19b )
IA = %E $2 + _E $4 _D_E
This may factored into
CLNI B s + IITDE
IA = _D_ (S + S1)(S + S2) (19c)
6-22
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s2 = _DE_E1-_2_ N (24)
For a step, iBl , of base current,
_B= iB1/S (25)
CLNiB1 S + 1/%E
IA = %E S(S + L!)(S + $2) (19d)
Taking the inverse transform,
LCLNi B 1 - _aN e-Slt 1 + _--_N eiA = 1-2 CLN - 2 - 2
It is worthy of note that the iA response is
quite different in character for CLN <0.5 than
for CLN >0.5. For the first case, the 2 expon-
tional terms decay with time and iA approaches
a constant value. For the second case, one of
the exponentials grows with time and iA is
limited only by factors external to the equa-
tions, such as the device entering the satura-
tion region.
The equations solved were, for simplicity, of
a model without a shunt base-emitter resistance.
Thus a model with this resistance will not per-
form exactly like the equations do. This
6-23
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discrepancy should he small at high currents.
%E!The choice of constant equal fiN'S and s
is unlikely to be highly valid for an SCR
device, resulting in discrepancies between device
and model performance. Should these prove
important, it may be necessary to develop solu-
tions of the equations without using these sim-
plifying assumptions.
b. Turn-off Step Response:
The device is assumed to be in saturation with
anode current iAl and zero base current when a
(reverse) anode current step, iA2 , is applied.
The relationship between storage time and devic;e
parameters under these conditions will be
developed first. Then the relationship between
maximum permissible rate of reapplication of
anode voltage ana device parameters will be
examined.
i) Storage Time - Although the equations could
be developed from the model as in the pre-
vous section_ a different and simpler
approach will be used. Assuming a symmetrical
device, where all "subscript i" parameters
are identical to their "subscript 2" counter-
parts, a "2 transistor" model, as follows,
will be used.
6-24
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AC
B ___i 1
i
As the external base current is zero,
iA = -i E (i)
During the storage time, due to the sym-
metry,
i I = i2 (2)
thus the transistors are identical with
identical currents (except for polarity)
and we may examine the storage time of
only one of them.
Ebers-Moll provide the following approximate
equation for a transistor with initial
e_itter and collector currents, iEl and iCl ,
and an applied emitter step of iE2.
iE2 - iEl
t s = % In (3)
iE2 +
6-25
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where polarities are as follows,
Also from Ebers-Moll, the approximation
"rs:
These equations permit the evaluation of
fI (and CDC) from anode turn-off storage
time data by substituting in (3)
-iA2 + iAl
t S % in (3a)
= -iA2 + .5 iAl/Ci N
2) Maximum Rate of Reapplication of Anode Voltage
At ts, the storage time ends,
effectively all the charge stored in the
model center diode diffusion capacitance
is removed and the center diode is no longer
forward biased. At this point there still
remains charge in the diffusion capacitances
of the two end diodes and thL's there would
still be a normally decreasing anode-emitter
current if anode voltage were reapplied.
When the anode voltage is reapplied it
generates a base current through the center
diode junction capacitance
6-26
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The combination of the existing end diode
charges and the "applied" base current can
cause the model to re-enter saturation
rather than turn-off completely.
If it is assumed that this re-saturation
results primarily because of the rate of
reapplication of anode voltage (i B) and
negligibly because of the storage active
region charge, a simple conclusion ;_,aybe
drawn as follows.
iBF = CjC dt (5)
where iBF is the base current to trigger
the model.
6-27
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C. Parameter Evaluation
Evaluation of the parametersof the SCR mo_el poses some
unique problems. These result from the contrast between
the relative complexlty of the model and the relative sim-
plicity of the applications to which the device is put.
The device has 3 junctions, compared with 2 for the tran-
sistor and 1 for the diode. Further, device operation} is
E'
strongly dependent on non-linear current-dependent alpha-
normal plus one or more linear resistors shunting the junc-
tions. _ne alphas are also voltage dependent providing an
anode voltage sensitivity that results in an anode break-
over voltage. This latter effect can be modeled with an
avalance current generator shunting the center junction
while retaining the linear alphas.
The combination of non-linear effective alphas and 3
junctions results in quite complex device dynamic behavior
as well, even if the simple single lump diffusion capaci-
tance concept is used with the normal junction capacitance
mode].
In contrast to this device and model complexity is the
fact that the device ks most often used a'_ a triggered power "_"
switch in circuits whe:-e the exact detailed static a ,d _
dynamic performance are not important. Thus device data
sheets generally provide more data about device thermal
properties than about electrical properties, i
To accommodate to this situatioll, it is suggested that
i. Unimportant parts of the model should be omitted.
2. Parameters not vital to the gross performance be
evaluated arbitrarilly with a "reasonable" value.
6-28
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3. Symmetrical parts of the model be given identical
values where doing so will aid or simplify para-
meter evaluation.
These guidelines are used k_low.
i. V
o
V° directly, controls direct the small-signal low-current
forward resistance of the junctions and indlrectly
affects the junction reverse leakage currents.
Arbitrarily, let V = .026 volts @ 25°C.o
2. (_NI andC_N2
An approximate value for the normal alphas may be
obtained by first assuming C_N1 =CLN2 , then use
(27d) to approximately define ,the Anode Holding
Current,
._ _NIiRBE
-I H - CLNI +(_N2 -I
'_hen use (27e) to approximately define the Gate
Current to Fire,
-IGF = IRB E
From these, defining R = IH/IGF ,
R
I :cL 2: 2R-I
Note, however, that alpha must be greater than .5
and less than i.
w
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3. CLII and C_2
The inverse alphas primarily affect the low-current
anode saturation voltage. They are generally quite
small, and the low-current saturation voltage is
usually not important.
Arbitrarily, let CLII = CLI2 = .01
4. RBE and RAC
From the Gate Curzent to Fire and (27e)
iRB E _'=-IGF
Arbitrarily assume a base voltage of 0.50 volts for
which almost all the input current goes through
RBE and almost none through the base-emitter junc-
tion.
5
Then RBE = "
-IGF
Arbitrarily, let RAC = i000 RBE
5. ISEI, ISC , and ISE 2
From (16), assuming 1% of IGF enters the base at
VBE = .5 volts,
.5 _ .026 in - iS_l
exp(.5/.026) : - _SEI /
6-30
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ISE 1 = .01 IGF/(l-exp(.5/.026))
from (8)
ISC =C£NI IGF/(I-exp(.5/.026))
from (9)
ISE 2 = .011GF/(l-exp(.5/.026))_____
6. RE, RA, and R B
Where the SCR is not used at high currents or high
dissipation or where the increase in saturation
anode voltage with current is not important, R E
may be omitted from the model. Otherwise, a low
current and a high current point may be used to
evaluate R E .
YAH-VAT,
R E = IA L _ IA H
Arbitrarily, let RA = R B = 0.
7. iZ
Where necessary a Zener current generator can be
used to s_mulate the voltage dependence of alpha
that results in an anode breakover voltage. In
most application, this generator may be omitted.
8. CjC , CjEI, CjE 2
For each of the three diodes in the model, the
junction capacitance should exhibit the usual
voltage dependence as follows:
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K
Cj = - N
(vK - v)
However, it is quite consistant with the lack of
precision used this far in parameter evaluation
to adopt a linear junction capacitance. Thus
Cj= K
CjC or Kc may be evaluated by using the specified
maximum rate of reapplication of anode voltage
with the Gate Current to Fire spec.
CjC = - IGF/(dvA/dt)
As neither CjE 1 nor CjE 2 are of great importance
to normal device operation, it iS suggested that
they be set equal to CjC.
Thus CjE 1 = CjE 2 = CjC.
9. CDE I, CDE 2, and CDC
As with the diode and transistor models, the dif-
fusion capacitances are represented by the diffu-
sion time constants. For simplicity,
let %El = %E2 = %E
The SCR turn-on time can be used to evalute TDE"
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From the dynamic analytic solutions,
_ S1 t t _)
• N IBI _
iAl = l-2Ci N 2 2 _-S2tt /
where
1
sI TDE (i+
and
S 2 = TD E (1 -
This equation cannot be solved explicitly for _DE
when given CLN_ iAl , iBl _ and t t. However, iA vs.
t may be plotted for a normalized %E' permitting
a graphical solution for _DE.
The total turn-on time tt is composed of a delay,
tD, and a rise, t r.
It is noted h ;re that, in general, the model will
not have the same ratio of tD/t r as does the device.
This is so because the current dependence of the
device alpha is only roughly modeled with a shunt
linear resistor.
The inverted time constant, _I' associated with the
base-collector diode of the model may be evaluated
from storage time data
6-33
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IA2 - IAI
t s _= % in
•5IAI
IA2(I N
N
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VII. P-Channel Junction Field Effect Transistor Model
A. Model Description
For P-channel junction FET, device and polarities are symbolized
as follows.
Io ,+
VD S
G
+ IGS S
A preliminary model for this device has been developed. This
model is symbolized as follows.
D
CDG _--c_. RDG
G
_DS
C GS I R GS
S
7-1
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i. Equation for iDS
The general equation assigned to iDS is as follows:
- - vp") exp _VOSX
where vGS x is defined for each region in the following para-
graphs and the remaining parameter _ re defined subsequently.
a. Normal Active Region vGS x
In the Normal Active Region, vGS is positive and vDS
is negative.
Fr V > >0 and • 0, v =
P vGS -- vDS GSX vGS
b. Inverted Active Region vGS X
In the Inverted Active Region, v -VDS is positiveGS
and vDS is positive.
For V + > v _ and o, =
P vDS Gs--VDs vDS-_ VGSX vGS-VDs
c. Conducting Gate Region v GSX
Operation with the Gate conaucting is not well defined for
the FET. This is handled math,;matically by preventing the model from
entering this region.
d
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For vGS< 0 and vDS 5 0,
vGS X -- O.
For VGS_. vDS and vDS _0
vGS x __ -vDS
d. Cut-Off Region
For vGS >_Vp and vDS _ 0, vGS x =.Vp ['::
For vGs_-V +vDS and vDS_ 0, VGsx=V pP
e. Other Parameters
1. Drain saturation current, IDSS= iDS at vGS--0 and vDs_-ZV p
Z. Gate pinch-off voltage,
Vp=VGs for iDS=-1 x 10 -6 and vDs<-Vp
3. K 1 i6 a constant that influences the transconductance. It
is usually given the value Z for silicon diffused-junction devices.
4. K 2 is a constant that influences the output conductance at
vDS near zero. It is given the value of Z in the absence of contrary infor-
mation.
Z. Other Components of Model
a. Fixed Resistors
All the fixed resistors will have large values as they
7-3
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are intended to simulate the device leakage currents. Even when not
important for circuit performance, at least 2 of the 3 should be used to
provide D.G. "connectivity" for TAG.
b. Gapacitor s
The drain-gate capacitor, GDG, is of primary importance for
most dynamic applications. The other Z capacitors may often be omitted.
B. Model Performanr.e
1. Large Signal Static Normal Active Region
Ignoring the "leakage" resistors, t]_ drain source current
generator characterizes the output characteristics of the device. These
output characteristics are plotted inExhibit 1 for several values of gate-
source voltage.
It is to be noted that the model is not "permitted" to perform
in the region where the gate is forward biased. Also, the "breakdown"
characteristics of the dev'_ce at high voltages are not present in the model.
2. Static Operation as a Voltage-Variable-Resistor
For this type of operation, vDS is generally within the range
of+0.1 Vp. The uerformance of the i current generator (ignoring theDS
leakage resistors} in this area is shown inExhibit 2. Note that th¢ output
characteristics are only approximately linear. Also note that a gate voltage
somewhat greater than Vp is required to cut off the current for positive
V
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C. Parameter Evaluation
Although it is possible to get the constants K 1 and K2 from device
data, for simplicity here we assume values of 2 for both of them.
1. Normal Active Pinch-off or Saturation Region Parameters
Very often, specification or test data provides values for
both IDS S and %. Sometimes, only one of these two parameters is provided,
plus a parameter called gfs' the forward incremental transconductance
in the pinch-off region. The relationship of gfs to IDS S and Vp is as follows.
In the Normal Active Region, the expression for iDS
becomes:
VGS)Z / zvDs \ox _ ,)Vp -VGs ]
For -vDS> 2Vp the exponential term approaches unity and iDS
may be approximated as follows.
iDS_I (1-vGS /2
DSS -_p!
Differentiating with respect to vGS,
diDs
Defining gfs -_ v_ -vDS > 2Vp ,
-ZIDss (I- vGS
gfs "_ Vp Vp ) "
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This equation may be used to relate gfs ' IDSS and V at any point inP
the Normal Active pinchoff region.
At times the forward transconductance at zero gate voltage, gfso'
is given. It is apparent that
__ -glDss
gfso V
P
Z. Pre-pinchoff Region (Voltage variable resistor) Parameter
The parameter of primary interest here is r dso the incremental
out. put resistance at VGS = VDS = 0. The relationship of rds ° to the
other parameters is derivedas follows. Starting with the general equation
for iDS , for vGS x constant, differentiate with respect to vDS:
diDs _ V GSX -K2 K2vDS
dVDs IDS S (I- )KI ( V ) exp ( }P P -vGS x Vp -vGS X
diDs -v
_K_
vDS = 0, V GSX
_'vDS = IDSS (Vp ) KI( VP P "VGSX
V.v ,diDs = IDSS ( GSX ) I
avDS p p
diDs = "K ZvIDSS Vp vVGsxFor K 1 =Z, dVDs ( )P P
diDs "KzlDs S
F_ '%SX=0, _ = vp
7-8
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diDs
let rdse = I/ ( _iVDs, ) vGS =0
-V
P
Then rds ° = ,
KZIDS S
It is evident that K 2 can be determined from this equation if
the other three quantities are given. On the other hand, using the
suggested approximate value of Kz=Z,
-V
P
rds° = _DSS -
1
And incidentally rds ° - gfso
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VIII. N-channel Junction Field Effect Transistor Model.
A. Model Description
For a N-channel junction FET, device and polarities are
symbolized as follows:
Q > _ +vDS9
+vGS ISI .......... -..............
The model for this device is identical to that for the P-channel
junction FET, except for the opposite polarities of vGS, vDS, and iDS.
8-1
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IX. NON-LINEAR INDUCTOR MODEL
A. Model Description
Most practical low frequency inductive devices employ
as a flux storage media one of the many metallic alloy
or ferritic materials characterized by a high flux
storage capacity per unit magnetizing force. Typical
of the alloys are 4-79 Molybdenum Permalloy, Supermalloy,
and 50:50 nickel-iron alloy. These materials generally
display a B-H curve similar to that shown in figure 1
below.
Magnetic Flux Density
[B = 1 55 x 107 _• A
Magnetizing Fo ce
474 • N__
I For :
I B = Flux density in gauss
I H = Magnetizing force in oersteds
= Flux in webers
A = Cross-sectional area in
square inches
N = Number of turns linking the
the flux path
I = Current in each turn in amps
= Magnetic path length in inches
Figure 1 Typical B-H curve for high flux density magnetic
materials.
9-i
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This report develops and demonstrates a mathematical model
for such magnetic core materials which is composed of three
linear segments chosen in such a manner as to form a best
fit approximation to such B-H curves. Figure 2 shows th6
results of fitting such a model to the B-H curve of Figure i.
Actual B-H curve
I
I
_ HM
I
J
t
Figure 2 Three piece linear approximation to
B-H curve
Once an ind_ictive device has been built, its terminal
properties become the most important characteristics
defining its behavior. For this reason the model
equations developed here will be in terms of device
terminal parameters. These param&ters will be re-
lated to magnetic core material properties by a set
of equations presented at the end of this section.
As illustrated in figure 3, the terminal properties
of an inductive device are the time integral of the
terminal voltage _ T and the magnetization current,
I
IMAG,flowing through the device.
9-2
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CT = IMA G IMA G
I. _..q
Device Symbol Device Model
Figure 3 Symbolic representation of device and model
terminal variables.
Figure 4 shows an idealized _ - IMA G curve fitted
by _'-.,e proposed three piece linear segmented model.
The salient features of this curve are defined in
terms of device terminal variables _T and IMA G. The
model clearly displays three suates labled the nega-
tive saturation, high inductance, and positive satura-
tion regions. Each state corresponds to one of the
three segments of the model. If we define a constant
S which takes on the value -i in the negative satura-
tion region, 0 in the high inductance region, and +i
in the positive saturation region, the model may be
expressed by the single equation given below. This
equation expresses the magnetization current as a
function of the time integral of terminal voltage
for all three regions of the model.
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IMA G .. _T
L S 'ISA T
where: _T =lET dt
J
S = state constant
= -1 in the negative saturation region
= 0 in the high inductance region
= +l in the positive saturation region
L = Terminal inductance
= L U in the high inductance region
= LS in both saturation regions
ISA T = The extrapolated value of the saturation
region magnetizing current fo:" zero
impressed flux.
l
By making appropriate changes in the values of L and
S each time the boundary between two segments is tra-
versed the desired non-linear function is created.
Given the following set of basic inductor parameters
the required terminal parameters ISA T, L U, L S and
M may be calculated using the formulas given below.
Given: N = Number of turns linking inductor core
1 = Length of magnetic path in inches
A = Cross-sectional area of magnetic path in
square inches
BM = Magnetic flux-density at the boundary
between the high inductance and satura-
tion regions in gausses.
U u = Average permeability in high inducta_ze
region in gauss/oersted
U s = Average permeability in saturation region
in gauss/oersted
9-5
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For _T in volt-secs and IMA G in _,ps --
_M = 6"4516XI0-8"N'A'BM in volt-secs
L U N 2 Uu'A= in henrys
3.133XI0>.I
US
in henrys
L S = L U .
ISA T - LU . i in am_,,_
B. Model Per folnc,ance
The performance of the piecewise linear inductor model
developed above is now analyzed as it responds within the cir-
cuit of figure 5. A voltage step of amplitude E is applied
to the non-linear L through resistor R.
R
Figure 5 Non-linear inductor test circuit
The current in a series RL circuit to which a voltage
step E has been applied is:
I :_ 1 -
9-6
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In the unsaturated region, L = L U, and in the saturated
region, L = L S. A separate equation must therefore be re-
quired to define the time response of the circuit in each
region.
(R)-t._ tIU = IMA X l-e for O<t<tx
__RR(t- tx)]I s = IMA x 1 -(i - K) e LS for t x <t,
the time at which _m=_,where t is
x
IM E and IM _M
K = /IMA X, IMA X = _, - LU
By using K as an independ .,t variable, tx may be cal-
culated as a function of K. The effect is equivalent to chang-
ing the value of the unsaturated inductance while holding
all other parameters constant.
___ t xIM = IMA x i - e LU
---_t
K = 1 - e LU x
R t
eLu = 1 - K
LU log e (I-K)
tx - R
9n7
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But,_ M = L u IM = L S (IM + ISA T) •
LS ISAT _M
= + LS = K IMA XSolving for L U , LU K IMA X
Ls ( )So tx - R log e (I-K) ISAT +K IMA X
or
_M
= - R_.KIMA x log e (i -K;
t is plotted in fig. 6 as a function of K. The limiting
x
value of t as K--_0 is derived from:
x
R t
e L U X=l-K
R
i- --t --_I-K
LU x
LU % IM _M
• t = K=-- • =
"'x R I_ IMA X RIMA X
This corre.Fonds to a value of L U = oo
The equations for IU and IS as functions of time are
developed, using values of K from 0 to i, and LS held constant
at .iR. Some of these pairs of equations are also plotted in
fig. 6, using the time constant _M _M
R IMA X E
to normalize the time axis•
9-8
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C. Parameter Evaluation
The mathematical model of the non-linear inductor
developed in section A provides an equation for cal-
culating IMA G, the current throuah the inductor, as a
function of _T' the time integral of the voltage
applied across the inductor. This equation is repro-
duced below.
= L-I _T - S'IsATIMA G
where, for I_TI _M, S = O. and L = L U.
for _T _ _M' S = +i and L = L s
and, for _T _ - _M' S = -i and L = L S
Given the inductor core parameters, N, A i, BM, U U
and U S , the reauired terminal parameters; _M, LU'
L S, and ISA T may be calculated using the formulas
provided at the end of section A. Parameters BM, U U,
and U S may be graphically evaluated from a B-H loop
by fitting a suitable set of three straight line seg-
ments directly to the given curve. This is demon-
strated in figure 7.
Evaluation of the terminal parameters of an inductive
device which has already been built may be accomplished by
by observing the current response of the device to the
test voltage wave form shown in figure 8. The time
response of the current may be displayed on an oscil-
loscope by using either a current probe or a small re-.
sistor in series with the inductor. Each voltage pulse
should be of sufficient duration to drive the core over
the entire region of probable operation. The time be-
tween the pulses should be sufficient to insure that the
9-I0
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magnetization current decays to zero between pulses.
The current waveform to be expected during each posi-
tive pulse is shown in figure 9.
+Ep
0 I
-Ep I Time
Figure 8 Test voltage wave form.
This will produce a half hysteresis loop from which _M' LU,
and LS may be graphically determined. These may be trans-
formed into normalized core material constants by assuming
N = i, A = i, and 1 = i. Under these conditions:
uU = 3.133x l0> x _
u_% = L_/Ls
_M X 108
BM = 6.4516
9-12 ,,
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• D. Non-Linear Inductor .Subroutines .....
.%UJI_ouTI,4L PLIIdD(Fu_JX,RTI_D,STAT_,CISAT,FLXbTI,FLXSTJ,FLkIN,DATA,
IL--LCI__LALc_r "I',I )
C,,LL i-'LIN,.}(S.%XXYY,RII._OI,STATLI,CISAI,L,$1FLXSTI,$JFLXSTJ,FLXINI,
IDA ];,I pLLCIq] wLAL_F'I" p I )
c. 51X^YY - ,<I,,U,L* (SSXXYY + F-LXI,,,I1)- STATE,I. * CISATI
C. 5UJ,_,.._JTiN_PLINL) IS A PI_CiwISr_ ulNF._HR IiQDUCTOR CONTROL SUHROUTINE-
L. FOI_ li-IETAb CIRCUIT Ai,.ALYSIS PROORA_.
C. PL.LNu CO.dIKULb I,IE LII,,EAR lhuUCTuR MODEL IMPLEMENTED BY THE
C. CU,_,._-I;I SuuHCr- DESCRIPTION SIAIEv_ENI SHO,_N AuOVE RY VARYING TIIE
C V_L_j=L, OF k_N_l AND SIATF..I UEF'b..NulN_ UPON lFlr...FLUX LEVEL- IMPRESSED
_. AC,_O_L_ [ri_ UIcVICE.
,J --Fu,_ FLOX LEVELS dETwE,N + ANU-'-FLUx,vIX -, 51_TE- O. AND TIlE CORE .....
C EX_I_diTb A PER_,_EA_ILITY OF U_',AX YIELUIN_ A RECIPROCAL Tr-.0<MINAL
C FLUXMX COI,(RELPONDS TO A LEVEL OF FLUX DL.,'_SITYWITHIN THF..CORE OF
C FoR FLUX c.EVELS Ar_OVE + FLUXMX, oTATEI - +I. AND THE COrr...EXHIBITS
C. A PLhL.',,:.,,_.:,ILII'YEQUAL [0 USA'[ - U_,AAIURAliO YIELDING A RF-.-CIPROCAL
"fLi_(<li_AUINjuCTANCE h:J.NO - RCPLI.
u kO_< FuUX LF_VELS BELOw - FLUXMX. _TATF..I = -I. AND THE COkr.. AGAIN
u F...XIiIDIT5A PEI'_t.IEAIIILITYEQUAL TO USAT ANO A RECIPROCAL )ERI',,III,,IAL
(,. Ii_ULJCTANCF..Hli',,ll'_ - RCPLI.
C TP_L I'LR_.I- STATEI.CISAT SPF..CIFIE5 THE ZEHO FLUX LEVEL NAL_NITIZING
-C ..... CU,<.m,,-T -INTE,<£-EPT--Fo-R-TI-[E--_HR-L-E,REoluNS- uF OPERA-rION. TMIS ........
INTLRcr_PT CURF_ENT E(JU;:_LS0 IN STATE u .SI,,ICF--TI-_IS MODEL F-.XHIRITS NO
u HY:::>_L.b,_SISAND -CIS_T Ar,lu+CISAT IN IHE +I AInU -I STATED
k S C .E P,-"TIVELY
SI'OP-FO,JCT-_ON IDENTIFiC-A-T-ioN I]'_-I'-uG-E_H,S--I_NP O MusT BE-UI_IQUF. LY ...........
. CHOSEN So TilAT J = I + 1 AND NO OTHER STOP FUNCTION IS I_ENTIFI6;)
C---B-Y-C-ITrt_i_--OF-i'-H-E--SA_,_E--I_IJM8r--RS,,--T,-_I-'-,ALLO_,,_STHE USER-TO DISTINGUISH .........
C ALL I_IE VARIABLES ASSuCIATr-..U wlr_l A GIVEN 1NDUCTOR I-IYAPPENP, ING
(,. [tic, ,L;,;TrbF_Ri TO THE _-I.,IDOF I'HF r_ANr_ OF _A_H ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
C AS SrlO.,/NABOVE. A SECUND EXAMPLE IS S_-lO_',/_,ibELO_,'_OF THE CALL PLIND
"C AND--LU_E-RFNT Sou-R-CE DESCR-IPTION STA1Ei',,_ENT-b,--A-S--THF'.Y _SFIOUCD- A-CiJALLY
C APP,'--._KIN THE DEVICE DESCRIPTION PORTION oF THE TAG DESCh_IPTION
-C DECK. ..............................
C CALL PLI ND (S'.:,tlUS, R INu I, STArEI, C.LSAr.L,$1FLXSTI, $;>FLXST2 _FLX IN1,
(. IOATAi,ULCNT,L'.A-L-GFT,I}
C SIUiu..,i= RINL)I*(SS010O + FLxINI) - brATEI*CISATI
"C A-R-G-(I-) : FLUX - TI,VlE INTEGKAC- oF- VOLTAGE BETwEEi,I- NODE.S--XX -AND .....
C YY IN VOLT-Sr-..CS
C A--R-G-(_---): RIND - H-_(_IPROC_AL-OF I_',ICREMc.NIAE-INDUCTANCE ............
C IN AMPS/VOLT-SEC
'C ARb(o) - STATE - STATE FLAG - INDICATES PRESENT STATr-.-OF CORE -
C -i FOR NEG S_T - 0 FOR U-UMAX - +1 FUR POS SAT
C AR_(_---C_SAT - ExTR-A-POL_AFt..D-VALUE Oi.-"-INDUCTOR-CURRFNT-AT ;,,'.ERO.........
L_. T_RMINAL FLUX FOH STATr...S+I AND -I iN AMPSARU(_)-----=--FLXST._ - LOWER FLuX LIMIT-STOP-FUNCTION ...........
C AR(a(b} = FLXSTJ - UPPER FLUX LIMIT STOP FUNCTION
_ AMb{7] ='F'LUXIN - INITIAL VALUr.. OF Tr.:HMINAL FLUX IN VOLT-SECS
C ARO(_} - DATA - 6 i4EMBER AHRAY OF CORE AND WINDING PARAMETERS
•"J AI_-_) = LLCNT - STOP--I_U'-_-_-[0,,I - FL-AG---:--NuNIINALLY EQUAL TO -1 ..................
" EQUAL TO N At FLXSTN = O.
A RG(Io} : LALGFT - IN-q-["rI-AI._[Z-I]_G--F'L-Ab- EQUAL--TO 1 ON--FIRST PASS--- ......
£_UAL TO 2 TriEHEAFTE,(
t, _R,_IIlJ : I - LUWEN LIMI[ :_TOP FUNCTTON i'DENTIFYIN(_ INTE_r..R
,C DATA(i) - PTURNS - NUMBER OF TURNS Ilq PRIMARY WINDING
T, DATA-(2-)--=--g-A-Iq_LN- MA(_NF..T_-_AIT-PA-I'H-LEt._G'IN-IN INCHES ..........
C OATA(3) = CSAHEA - MAONETIC CR055 SECTIONAL AREA IN SQUARE INCrIF..S
- n_.T:.-,.__.---.--_:-v -- - _" _ __Ty-3'_N'---C.-,_}ISS_S...................... ,,---3-i
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itlulJFOKb,,,,I(l_I/2uX,lhrl(JO!-_L-DATA A,_R_Y//
I.'6X,:_l_HTdb<a,S-,F-lh,t_,o_t ] UKN_Sp I_^p2i,IPRI,,IAkY WINDING TUHI_.q/
22uAw_',ri,Ji,litL,w=,EIA._p'/H IFqCFIF_.S,I._X,2I_IME,_NMAC,. PATH LEr,6TH/
.i20X,,'_rICSA_<LA:,El_,.r,,lbH IIwC_,_L_*_2,1UX,2uHCNOSS SECTIONAL AREA/
,_2uX,_ru_.v,AX -,El6._i,bl-t (.,AUS.SLS,12Xw20rI{-1**XIMUMFLUX DENSITY/
.__uX,_i_,U.,_;,X -,_.In._,loH G,_U._S_.SIOF_R_TED,WX,20_IMAXIMUM PI-RMEABILZT
(;'flZ,X,(;rltJ._,_Tiu-,Elh.opSfi (R_.TiO; ,].2XP21HR,*TIO OF UMAX lO U_AT)
_._I'i.-vL_IWJI IAPL u,!buItFLUXI.,Xp_.ISATtRCFLUpRCPLI
• uuL Fb_...,_l(Ir_u/ 2{_×,31r_CALCULATEu INL)UCT_NLF_ CONSTANTS//
I._u^,.'_,r:LU>,...^-,L1o._i, lull VOLT-bECS_ luX,b311SATURATION FLLJx -LEVEL--- ..........
_AL.Z_u ."L,.J,_Llu _R_-AKPuIMT FLUX/
._2{}X,,),ICiSAT -',c.lh.h,3H AMPS,IbX-,54ri,4AGN_TUDE-oF FLUX-AXIS--iNTERCE .....
_P1 LU,q<E,_i I,Q .%A-iL;:KATIOF]/
._}_L}'_,hIJ,_Cr)Lu -'_Fl_._t_14H Af'lPS/VOL-T-SEC_6X_39NRECIPROCAL INF)IICTANCE
_ _, FL'r( _Z,_H b REGION/
"I:.'U X _,_,_r_Cr)Li -_r.l_®_, 14H AMPS/VOLT-SF C, bX _42HRE.C 1PRC,C AL -INDUCTANCE .......
_ FOi< SAT_h<ATEL_ REGION}
,,,_I.-uuFHUT T_pi- 6,1uo2'-TFLuX,F_.Ob-T,-STATE ....................................
' Zuu;> rORI,_,I'(IHU,/2C_X,2?HINITIAL STATE OF INDUCTANCE//
_2uA,cA,TFLbA -,EZ6.H,IOH VOL1-SE_S_IOX_3OHINITIAL VALUE OF TERMINA
_L FLU/,/
jZ 0 X, nn ZN,;,6----]E-I-6-.-__b-_i--A-MPS '-l-bX-'3b, IN i-I'-i-AL_/AL-u-E-OF-_-IA_N ITIZ ING- C........
_UR:<F_._T/
h2b^, _h_IATE- --TFS-.-].,-b-I-X-,2-1_-I]_-I-I:I_L-STA-TE--OF-CORE/)
_0 lu IP_O
liu ir(LLCi_f - (_ + I)) 111,111,120
I_I IF(LL.C_'_]- I) I_0,150,1_0
C CALCULATE 'vALUES oF FLUX LIN_IT T_IOGER FON(;TIONS
FLXSTJ - - TFLUX + FLUXH
1._0 IF{SiATr_) l_3U,lbO,17U
.... _oO-L_O io 22D
loO C0,_1 _,_OE
FLJX_(- - -FL-UXLH
FLOAt. : -I.EO0
RI__ : RCPL1
,_o TJ-z-z-o ......
170 CO,_IZ,_'JE
FLOX, t : FLUXHH
FLUXL. - FLUXLL
ST:_]--..O.
Rlfdu : RCPLO
........ _U Tu-i20
Z_ll 1F{._TATE) 170_IgO,200
190 CO_w I ii_lUr_
FLUxL - FLU^rlI.
• FLUX, I = +1._.30 '" '
SfATi: 1"1,
• RINb= HCPLI
(_O Tu 120
--2uu G_--rJ-zou
Z_tl ,dh_IIg UUTPUT [APE 6_lulO
• IOlO FUR,.',._i (II'|U,3_HLOw'_H TRI@GI:.R FI'Rr-D 1N"'NEGION -1.)
@u To ].20
F--Z$6%_RrrF.-OUYPOI"-T_-PE 6, ZO20
IV_'O FORMAT (IHU,35HUPPEN TRIGGER FIRED IN REGION +I,_ 9-16
T
]967004887-]48
4LL_
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